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Abstract
As advances in shaping and materials continue to press the frontiers of signature
reduction, the forward eyes and ears of operations, being a platform’s onboard sensor
systems, have kept pace with low observable designs by significantly reducing both
intentional and unintentional emissions. A general shift to passive sensor suites may
be the simplest near-term solution. However, superior situational awareness requires
detection, discrimination and tracking of vast arrays of target classes across diverse
sensing environments where active sensors may provide greater performance. From
urban dismount identification to deep space collision avoidance, conventional active
radars can deliver the high level of fidelity necessary for producing actionable imagery.
The penalty is often an increase in the system’s complexity, as well as the likelihood
of radio frequency interference and interception.
The AFIT noise network (NoNET) is an experimental multistatic ultrawideband
random noise radar designed to produce highly accurate, highly resolved imagery of
a target scene while maintaining a simple design and low probability of intercept
posture. The research studies the radar node design and the feasibility in process-
ing the bistatic channel information of a cluster of widely distributed noise radar
nodes. A system characterization is used to predict theoretical localization perfor-
mance metrics. Design and integration of a distributed and central signal and data
processing architecture enables the MatlabⓇ-driven signal data acquisition, digital
processing and multi-sensor image fusion. After design and integration is successfully
accomplished, research objectives focus on assessing the target localization accuracy
and resolution performance of first the monostatic system and then the multistatic
system of systems. Experimental evaluation of the monostatic localization perfor-
iv
mance reveals its range measurement error standard deviation is 4.8 cm with a range
resolution of 87.2(±5.9) cm. Finally, a joint coverage area within the AFIT RCS
range allows single and multi-target scenarios for assessing the 16-channel multistatic
solution. The average multistatic localization error is assessed as 7.7(±3.1) cm and
a comparative analysis is performed against the netted monostatic solution. Results
show that active sensing with a low probability of intercept (LPI) multistatic radar,
like the AFIT NoNET, is not only feasible but capable of sub-meter accuracy and
near meter-resolution in its 2-dimensional fused imagery products.
v
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DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF A MULTISTATIC
ULTRAWIDEBAND RANDOM NOISE RADAR
I. Introduction
1.1 Problem Description
New research in multistatic radar systems is demonstrating the potential detection
and estimation gains created by multi-transmitter, multi-receiver shared coverage ar-
eas. Spatial diversity in a distributed active sensor system has been shown to reduce
the impact of target fading due to propagation factors, target scintillation and glint,
and even lessen the effectiveness of certain stealth techniques [34, 55]. Additionally,
the angle diversity can dramatically reduce the geometric dilution of parameters be-
ing estimated. However, such multistatic gains are not realized without a price. The
overarching problem with the multistatic design is the level of complexity that results
from things like hybrid distributed/central processing architectures, distributed con-
trol and supporting datalink infrastructures, and adverse mutual interference effects
within the shared electromagnetic spectrum. The question becomes, what fidelity of
distributed estimation (i.e. accuracy and resolution of target parameter estimation)
can be obtained while still maintaining a simplistic design. It is a classic engineering
problem.
An added complication is the typical types of radar and their associated wave-
forms that most multistatic systems employ. Needing high range resolution for target
discrimination and elimination of target ghosts, pulsed-Doppler systems using phase
or frequency coded pulse compression waveforms are often the radar of choice. How-
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ever, electronic support systems worldwide are readily detecting, identifying, and
exploiting the deterministic waveforms of these systems, which is an obvious issue for
most military operations. Now, the problem consists of not only a simple, distributed
sensor architecture capable of multistatic operations, but it would ideally maintain a
covert, low probability of intercept posture.
Consequently, this research is conducted to determine whether a radar that uses
an ultrawideband random noise (UWB-RN) transmit waveform coupled with a simple
direct-conversion, digital correlation receiver design is a viable architecture for covert,
multistatic operations. Furthermore, characterization of the single node radar at an
operating level, and evaluation of the monostatic measurement performance will de-
termine whether measurement fidelity will allow an accurate central multilateration
of a target scene. These questions are answered by analyzing the results of downrange
monostatic and multistatic measurements to assess the system’s performance in lo-
calizing and discriminating between multiple targets in both range and cross-range.
If the design solution is successful, the multistatic UWB-RN radar would open doors
to new noise technology research and unlock numerous special applications for sensor
fusion studies at AFIT.
1.2 Motivation
The ever-present challenge faced by U.S. Department of Defense Intelligence,
Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR) agencies is the need for greater performance
from sensor assets. Key performance parameters like coverage area, detection range,
target estimation accuracy and resolution, and certainly reliability and survivability
are some of the typical enhancements required in imaging radar upgrades and the
next generation of ISR sensors. More and more when a new material sensor solution
is acquired to meet a capability need, it is delivered in the form of a distributed sensor
2
architecture. Research and operations are now seeking the many benefits of fusing
multiple, simultaneously yet independently collected observations of scenes into fully
registered, highly resolved, and often hyperspectral images. The goal is a single, in-
tegrated picture providing a situational awareness that is more accurate and more
actionable than the sum of its individual parts.
In addition, the need to reduce the detectability of active sensors operating on the
ground, in the air, and in space is not simply a matter of enhancing ones defensive
posture. Most ISR missions are linked by the common key enabler of covertness. For
superior ISR, the capability to sense, yet not be sensed is vital. And it is this problem
of being active but undetected that motivates the mounting research into noise tech-
nology. The UWB-RN radar is a concept that has now reached a level of sustained
interest in academic, commercial, and defense sectors. While the researched appli-
cation areas are diverse, including ground, foliage and wall penetration capabilities,
until now, its suitability and full utility in a multistatic architecture has not been
studied.
1.3 Research Goals
Specific research into UWB-RN radar began at AFIT in 2009, and three prototype
monostatic noise technology radar (NTR) nodes were developed. By triangulation of
individual monostatic NTR measurements, a through-the-wall (TTW) radar imaging
capability was demonstrated that same year [43]. The follow-on research presented
in this thesis is both foundational and pioneering in an effort to advance this form of
covert distributed sensor technology, known as the AFIT Noise Network (NoNET).
The primary objectives of the research are to:
1. develop and assess a multistatic imaging capability with enhanced range and
cross-range resolution and accuracy (via additional radar nodes and full utiliza-
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tion of all multistatic channels),
2. develop an enhanced distributed processing design (reduce latency; increase
precision via distributed and centralized DSP improvements),
3. evaluate the critical radar node localization performance parameters of range
resolution and range accuracy, and
4. provide end-to-end theoretical and experimental system level characterization
of the noise radar.
The secondary objectives include but are not limited to:
1. the development of a modular processing design for greater flexibility,
2. increasing the system operability with a centrally controlled and centrally fused
architecture all via a datalink interface commanded in MatlabⓇ,
3. enhancing the overall mobility of the distributed sensor network (rehosting to
a leaner platform and use of wireless datalinks).
Being the classic engineering problem that it is, achieving these research goals re-
quires both breadth and depth in its theoretical development found in Chapter 2. The
theory becomes the foundation for presenting the design and experimental method-
ology of Chapter 3, upon which a critical analysis can be performed. Ultimately,
the results of the experimental investigation, which are detailed in Chapter 4, will
present final performance assessments, which will determine whether the multistatic
UWB-RN radar design strikes the rational balance in performance and simplicity
that warrants ongoing development and research. Chapter 5 discusses such conclu-
sions with a look at the possible areas of future work. To begin this journey, a detailed
background discussion on the major concepts and components is first presented, which
places the research into its appropriate context.
4
1.4 Background
In order to understand the full range of potential areas of analysis of a multistatic
UWB-RN radar system, the background section first defines key terms in the ap-
propriate context of distributed sensor system, while providing a brief look into the
distinct evolutions of the noise radar and multistatic operations of distributed sensor
systems. A detailed discussion of the most recent research in relevant applications is
also presented.
1.4.1 UWB Noise Radar.
1.4.1.1 Definition and History.
Historically, the design principle of a noise radar is sensing the degree of corre-
lation between the intentionally stochastic or stochastic-like transmission signal and
that of the received signal. While all transmitted and received signals have some
amount of noise in them (the reduction of which is a radar engineering field in itself),
the noise radar is designed to produce and use the stochastic nature of a signal for
radar detection and estimation purposes. This concept of using noise as a transmit
waveform first emerged about 50 years ago [24]. A broad look at the numerous designs
and classifications places these systems into two major families, those that use true
random noise and those classified as pseudorandom noise (PRN) radars. While both
types are marked with relatively slow early evolutions, the solid state microwave,
wideband communications, and digital technology progression of the last 20 years
has re-energized the concepts. As a result, the number of noise radar designs and
working prototypes is rapidly growing, as are the studies into its diverse applications.
From its earliest concept, researchers of the noise radar boasted of several key features
the most prevalent being its potential for high range resolution, excellent electronic
protection (EP), low probability of intercept (LPI), and relatively simple hardware
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architectures [20, 22, 24]. One of the earliest derivations of range resolution per-
formance of the noise radar also exemplified its simplicity, as seen in the notional
block diagrams in Figure 1. Using the joint correlation statistics of the transmit
and receive signals, range resolutions on the order of meters were predicted [20]. The
noise transmit waveform is potentially capable of attaining some of the highest reso-
lution and lowest ambiguity of all waveforms, often alluded to having a “thumbtack”
ambiguity, like that of the ambiguity diagram seen in Figure 2 [1, 2, 9, 33].
(a) (b)
Figure 1. Notional noise radar block diagrams used in one of the earliest derivations
of the theoretical range resolution performance using the concept of (a) time domain
correlation or (b) frequency domain correlation to estimate target parameters (taken
from [20]).
As the mainstream pulsed-Doppler design was advancing, early research into PRN
codes was motivated by their reduced range sidelobes compared to other commonly
employed pulse compression techniques, like the linear frequency modulated (LFM).
The noise-like compression methods allowed significant enhancements in pulsed-Doppler
radar range resolution. However, their periodic and relatively short sequences can be
detected, identified, and exploited by electronic support systems. By lengthening
the PRN sequences, the signal becomes less vulnerable to detection, but the monos-
tatic’s duplexer limits the extents in range field of view with such long pulses [33]. As
is discussed in the next section on recent research, the continuous UWB-RN wave-
form offers even greater LPI qualities than the longest periodic PRN sequence, along
with its theoretically infinite unambiguous range and simultaneous high range reso-
6
Figure 2. Ambiguity diagram depicting the ideal resolution and ambiguity qualities of
a waveform, often referenced as the “thumbtack” [1, 2, 9, 33]
lution [39, 47].
The system bandwidth type described as ultrawideband (UWB) should be clar-
ified. When the UWB descriptor is added to a radar system or waveform nomen-
clature, one can turn to a current standard for UWB radar definitions, IEEE Std
1672TM -2006. An UWB radar is a radar technology that simultaneously utilizes a
band of frequencies spanning from hundreds of megahertz to higher radar frequen-
cies. More specifically, it is characterized by transmission waveforms with a fractional
bandwidth of 20%, as defined by the Federal Communications Commission (or 25%
according to the US Defense Advanced Research Project Agency). Although agencies
have different guidelines for classification of UWB, the formula for deriving the ratio
of signal bandwidth to average frequency, that is, the signal’s fractional bandwidth,
Bf has become standard. It is defined as [47]
Bf = 2
fℎ − fl
fℎ + fl
, (1)
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where fℎ is the highest frequency and fl the lowest frequency in the transmitted
signal. These spectral extents are determined by where the signal power rolls off by
at least 10 dB with respect to the peak signal power.
1.4.1.2 Recent Research.
A background on the noise radar is not complete without a synopsis of the most
recent research published in the open literature. In the past 10 years, research into the
noise radar technology has been conducted primarily on a single front - development
and evaluation of various noise radar designs for special application areas. Kulpa et
al. in “Signal processing in noise radar technology” summarize the the inherent EP
advantage of a noise radar in context of the most current research areas [28]. Modeling
and analysis of noise waveform’s covertness based on its structure and operational
implementation was presented in [26]. Due to its potential high range resolution, radar
imaging is a commonly researched application of the noise radar. It was demonstrated
as a viable system for use in a radar cross section measurement compact range [49]
and is capable of target identification and classification [52]. The extensive work of
research teams at the University of Nebraska were instrumental in advancing the noise
radar theory and technologies. By “injecting coherence” via a heterodyne receiver,
a coherent UWB-RN radar capable of Doppler and polarimetric measurements was
implemented [37]. Important discoveries were made in noise radar Doppler estimation
and tracking performance metrics, including the derivation of a wideband ambiguity
function specific to that radar design [9, 37, 60]. Additional research has applied
the design to synthetic aperture radar (SAR) and inverse SAR imaging, as well as
demonstrated capabilities in the areas of foliage and ground penetrating radar [16,
57, 58].
Advances in field programmable gate array (FPGA) and digital correlation pro-
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cessing provides enhanced flexibility in pre-conditioning a digital transmit replica for
specific feature extraction from the sensed environment [Walton - patent and private
communication]. With a focus on the TTW capability of UWB in the lower Ultra
High Frequency (UHF) band, a digital version of an UWB-RN radar was developed
and successfully detects human activity through walls [30]. That research expanded
into several micro-Doppler extraction studies [36] and a linear array of elliptic patch
antennas with SAR capability, demonstrating indoor TTW tracking of human target
motion [53]. Following the design of the digital implementation in [30] and leverag-
ing the inherent EP of simultaneously operated UWB-RN radar, a network of three
UWB-RN radars was developed at AFIT. A series of experiments demonstrated a
TTW sensing capability. Furthermore, successful triangulation (as seen in Figure 3)
of both stationary and moving targets was achieved with that network of monostatic
UWB-RN radars [43]. Finally, mathematical models of multi-channel noise radar
have been proposed to study specific issues like optimized beamforming designs [21],
as well as ground clutter cancellation techniques [29]. A basic understanding of multi-
channel concepts requires a brief background on multistatic radar.
0 1 2 3 4 5
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)
Figure 3. Demonstrated detection and estimation of human targets using a network of
three monostatic UWB-RN radars at AFIT [43].
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1.4.2 Multistatic Radar Systems.
1.4.2.1 Definition and History.
Many of the earliest radars in history were single frequency continuous wave (CW)
bistatic systems, where the receiver was spatially separated from the transmitter.
When duplexer technology enabled shared use of a single antenna for transmission and
reception, advancements in radar theory were dominated by the monostatic design.
Likewise, the research in monostatic radar led engineers to the numerous benefits of
the pulse modulated waveform. In an early comparative assessment of monostatic and
bistatic radar, Skolnik cites only three possible benefits to the bistatic configuration,
namely (1) exploitation of the enhanced forward scatter region of a target’s bistatic
Radar Cross Section (RCS), (2) potential reduction in number of systems required
for a fence-like detection network, and (3) simplifications in hardware components
like the radar’s duplexer, which is generally not required for bistatic operations [44].
Overall, his final analyses concludes that for target detection and location purposes
the monostatic design is superior. With its additional communications overhead and
generally reduced resolution capability, bistatic radar research was overshadowed by
the greater interest in advancing monostatic performance [44].
According to [55], there have been three re-emergent periods of critical bistatic re-
search, with the most recent driven by successful prototypes of passive bistatic radar
systems. Supported by a pre-existing infrastructure of over-the-air communication
transmitters and further motivated by speculations of a counter-stealth capability, re-
search focused on the advantages and limitations of cooperative and non-cooperative
bistatic radar networks [55]. With this came studies into a variety of possible wave-
forms for bistatic and multistatic networks, including UWB.
The IEEE standard provides a usable definition of the UWB multistatic radar.
Concisely stated, it is an UWB radar with one transmitter and a network of multiple
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receivers stationed at different geographical locations for enhancing performance. A
multistatic radar system is characterized by a netted group of cooperative transmitters
and receivers using multiple monostatic and bistatic channels to perform a detection,
localization, or identification mission. Because a complex target/clutter environment
often contains numerous duplicate signal paths or multipath channels, it is important
to define what is meant by a channel. As depicted in Figure 4, a channel is the path
in which the signal propagates from a transmit antenna directly to a target and is
scattered directly to a receive antenna. All other paths of signal propagation are
undesired and considered as interfering signal paths. A channel is specified by its
type of link, that is, whether it is a monostatic or bistatic channel. A multistatic
radar system is often comprised of both types of channels.
Figure 4. Depiction of the two types of channels formed by transmitter-target-receiver
signal paths that make up a multistatic radar network.
The radar community has borrowed other nomenclature from the communications
field for various types of multistatic architectures. Some researchers use the previ-
ous definition to describe the single-input, multiple-output multistatic system, which
distinguishes it from systems having two or more transmitters, a design commonly
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known as multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO). The architecture of a distributed
sensor system is tied directly to the type and fidelity of information it must pro-
vide. For US defense systems, this is the sensor’s concept of operations (CONOPS).
It defines a sensor or sensor group’s functionality in context of the operational need
and accounts for things like the joint coverage area, terrain, target profiles, and other
mission-specific hardware considerations [41]. Ultimately, the CONOPS drives the fu-
sion architecture requirements, including exact numbers of transmitter-receiver pairs
necessary to perform the distributed sensing purposes of a mission.
Besides number of transmitters and receivers, a multistatic radar is often described
by the amount of inter-nodal communication, synchronization and distributed signal
processing it employs. The most prevalent types include: non-coherent and coherent
MIMO, decentralized multistatic, rephased MIMO, and netted monostatic [13, 34].
While a great variety of processing architectures exist, they can be grouped on the
primary function governing their data fusion rules. In general, the fusion rules are
optimized for distributed detection or distributed estimation of potential targets in
their joint coverage area [51]. While target localization performance within the dis-
tributed estimation problem is of specific interest in this thesis, the overall enhanced
performance afforded by multistatic architectures provides necessary background.
Of the open technical literature reviewed, the enhanced performance aspects of
the multistatic radar design fall into two overarching categories. The first (and more
intuitive) is the added performance afforded by a multistatic design via system re-
dundancy. The performance of a well designed network of receivers degrades more
gracefully than the non-networked system. The slow degradation might manifest as
small holes in radar coverage extents or fewer layers in a joint coverage area, as op-
posed to entire sectors of coverage [4]. This is linked to the critical feature expressed
in defense applications as enhanced survivability. Two commonly cited survivabil-
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ity examples are EP against electronic attack systems and defense of anti-radiation
weapons [5, 55]. The basic premise is simple. In a multistatic system, only the RF
emissions of a transmitter are detected by the direction finding sensors of the jammer
or weapon. With multiple receivers dispersed away from the transmitter, the overall
system survivability from attack is enhanced. This also allows greater flexibility in
positioning receiver stations farther forward in an integrated threat coverage area
as seen in Figure 5 [5]. The underlying assumption being that any unintended RF
emission of the receiver is indiscernible by the adversary’s sensor suite. For clarity,
these enhanced survivability aspects of the multistatic radar are separate from and
adds to the LPI features of the noise radar.
Figure 5. Graphic depicting the coverage area and survivability concepts provided by
a mulitstatic radar architecture(adapted from [5]).
The second enhancement deals specifically with potential distributed detection
and distributed estimation gains. Some gains relate purely to a system’s coverage
area, in which additional receivers are strategically placed to extend the maximum
detection range of the system. Other gains exploit the spatially unique observations
of a target provided by the multistatic geometries of the engagement. Over fifty years
ago, the forward scatter phenomenon, which significantly enhances the RF signature
of a target at bistatic angles near 180∘was discovered and has been exploited in sev-
eral multistatic designs [18, 55]. Recent research on noncoherent MIMO investigates
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a statistical diversity gain available to systems with widely separated antennas per-
forming a distributed detection mission. Similarly, the potential improvements in
distributed estimation, is a topic of recent research in multistatic radar.
1.4.2.2 Recent Research.
Research is mounting on the diversity gain offered by certain multistatic radar
architectures, particularly those having a multi-transmitter, MIMO design. When
widely distributed antenna are operating as a MIMO radar system, research shows
a noncoherent signal gain is realized, if there exists adequate spatial decorrelation
of the independent measurements with respect to the target’s RCS distribution [14].
Figure 6(a) pictures the scenario in which spatial decorrelation is attained for a given
detection engagement and Figure 6(b) shows the modeled improvement in terms of
a reduction in probability of missing detection of a target. Based on the research,
diversity gain improvements in the multistatic system as compared to conventional
phased array antenna systems occur specifically for coverages where reduced levels of
available SNR exist.
Other recent research deals more specifically with issues of multistatic target lo-
cation estimation. Figure 7(a) shows the simulated results of a 2 transmitter-receiver
pairs operating as a multistatic system [11]. In the simulation, the system clearly
resolves in cross-range the two targets that exist at 120 meters downrange (y-axis).
However, many centrally processed images using actual experimental multistatic sys-
tems result in target ghosts. A target ghost, like that seen in Figure 7(b) is due
primarily to the aggregate spatial ambiguities and dynamic range resolutions of the
monostatic and bistatic channels’ downrange estimates [11]. A variety of two stage
processing algorithms exist that can aid in the removal of such target ghosts. As seen
in Figure 7(c), use of a first-stage decentralized threshold followed by a second-stage
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6. (a) Adequate spatial decorelation in the multistatic receive signal results in
(b) a diversity gain due to the independent measurements of the target and a corre-
sponding reduction in probability of missed detection as compared to equivalent power
phased array configurations (reproduced from [14]).
CLEAN algorithm effectively removes the target ghost from the true targets, which
are now resolvable [11]. There is, however, a residual range error associated with the
left target that could not be corrected in the post-processing. The results demon-
strate the importance of choosing proper types and ordering of multistatic image
post-processing.
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(b)
(c)
Figure 7. Results of a two target cross-range resolution experiment where (a) simu-
lated images show two clearly resolved targets, (b) central processed experimental data
results in loss of resolution and a target ghost, and (c) an experimental result using
first-stage thresholding and second-stage CLEAN processing to remove the ambiguity
causing the target ghost (reproduced from [11]).
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II. Theory
2.1 Chapter Overview
The purpose of this chapter is to form a consolidated picture of the underlying the-
ory, design attributes, and mathematical models relevant to designing and evaluating
the individual performances of the noise radar and multistatic network of noise radars.
Discussions of the transmitter and receiver designs include the fundamental analysis
tools for each. The ambiguity function details the waveform design and associated
range resolution performance parameter. It along with the theoretical signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) analysis provides a means of estimating the performance of the direct-
conversion correlation signal processing implemented in the receivers, and ultimately
their localization accuracy. The multistatic data fusion processing requires under-
standing of the monostatic and bistatic and subsequent design of experiments. The
multistatic geometries extend the performance metrics to 2-dimensions. Finally, the
general multistatic signal model completes the underlying theory for system opera-
tion used in the development of the signal and data processing software, as well as
predictions of system performance.
2.2 Transmitter Theory
2.2.1 Continuous Random Noise.
The most common monostatic radar uses a pulsed radio frequency (RF) wave-
form to measure the time delay between transmitting the pulse and reception of the
target/environment-reflected pulse. Therefore, by converting the measured time de-
lay scale to range scale using the known speed of electromagnetic (EM) propagation
in free-space, the sensed range, R, is given by
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R =
1
2
c (2)
where c is equal to the speed of light and  is the measured two-way time delay of
the pulsed RF signal . The transmitter used in the AFIT NoNet radar is designed to
emit a continuous RF noise signal, placing it in the category of the continuous wave
(CW) radar. In order for a CW radar to measure range, the transmit signal must be
imprinted with some measurable code or modulation scheme used for estimating the
two-way time delay of the received signal [33]. While conventional CW waveforms,
such as the periodic linear frequency modulated CW waveform, are deterministic, the
AFIT NoNet radar uses a truly random code by transmitting the RF output of a
solid-state thermal noise generator. Originally discovered by Johnson and thereafter
explained by Nyquist, thermal noise is a result of the variance in electron conduction
caused by temperature induced agitations within the conducting material. A thermal
noise random process is best described by its statistical behavior, often summarized by
the descriptors white and Gaussian. White Gaussian thermal noise is nearly uniform
in its power spectral density (PSD), though with some non-uniformity at the high
optical frequencies. Temporally, it conforms to the Central Limit Theorem and its
second-order statistics further classify it as a wide-sense stationary random process.
It has a root mean square (RMS) voltage, nt given by [23]
nt =
√
4kBTrB, (3)
where kB is Boltzmann’s constant (1.381 x 10
−23 joules per Kelvin), T is the absolute
temperature in Kelvin of the conductive equivalent load, r (in Ohms), over a defined
noise bandwidth B (in Hertz). While it is conventional to represent the RMS noise
voltage and average noise power using , the  symbol is reserved for a target’s radar
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cross-section (RCS).
The two key elements of thermal noise exploited in the multistatic UWB-RN
radar are its inherent broadband (though band-limited) and stochastic qualities. The
remainder of this section expounds the theoretical details of each. Ambiguity the-
ory is introduced first however, due to its fundamental importance in analyzing the
theoretical performance limits of a radar waveform.
2.2.2 Radar Ambiguity Function.
For all radar waveform designs, certain trade-offs exist in the signal structure.
From a signal processing perspective, the critical properties of a signal’s time-bandwidth
product, periodicity, and the underlying modulation structure are critical in speci-
fying the theoretical parameter estimation performance bounds of the system. The
receiver processing of the designed waveform then delivers the actual performance
levels in terms of range and velocity detection and estimation metrics. These perfor-
mance metrics include the radar’s measurement of target range and velocity in terms
of unambiguous coverage extents, accuracy, resolution, and tolerance. Although this
research focuses specifically on the range accuracy and resolution performance met-
rics, all are linked in the waveform/system design. In fact, radar engineers analyze
the time-delay, Doppler shift and mutual coupling characteristics of the waveforms
with a single analysis tool. Using the radar ambiguity function (AF), the magni-
tudes, locations and shapes of both range and velocity uncertainties, or ambiguities,
are simultaneously evaluated. Not only does the AF allow visualization of waveform
performance and associated trade-offs, but the output of the AF is also used in the
mathematical derivations for computing a radar’s theoretical range resolution and
range accuracy.
Originally formulated by Woodward to compare resolution performances of various
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waveforms, the AF models the output of a matched filter by expressing its time-
Doppler dependencies due to the temporal and spectral structure of the waveform [56].
The information contained in an Ambiguity Diagram graphically details the impacts
of time delay offsets and target Doppler shifts, again from the perspective of an ideal
matched filter. Therefore, the model of the matched filter output,g (t), is a common
starting point in the AF derivation. Let a point target response of a transmitted
signal that is t time-delayed and fd Doppler-shifted be expressed as [38]
g (t) =
∫ ∞
−∞
s (x) s∗ (x− t) ej2fdx dx, (4)
where s∗ denotes the complex conjugate of the waveform of interest described by
the time dependent signal s (x). The time-reversed version of Equation (4), where
t is replaced with −d, is precisely the correlation of s (x) (often referred to as the
time-frequency autocorrelation function (TFACF)) and is given by [33, 41]
 (d, fd) = g (−d, fd) =
∫ ∞
−∞
s (x) s∗ (x+ d) e
j2fdx dx. (5)
Finally, the ambiguity function can be defined as the squared magnitude of this time-
frequency autocorrelation function, that is, ∣ (d, fd) ∣2 [33, 38]. Figure 8 shows the
waveform ambiguity diagram, a common form of the AF output. Here, the AF is
computed for a 15-bit pseudorandom binary phase coded waveform.
Explorations into the various utilities of the delay-Doppler AF are extensive [6, 33,
56]. Here, it is used to present the theory behind implementing a random noise signal
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Figure 8. The Ambiguity Function output of a 15-bit pseudorandom binary phase coded
waveform depicted in a delay-Doppler ambiguity diagram (reproduced from [35]).
as a radar transmit waveform. This rationale is primarily based on the waveform’s
potential for high range resolution, low error variance in its accuracy, inherent LPI
characteristics and spectral orthogonality qualities making it well-suited for covert,
multistatic operations [15].
2.2.3 Range Resolution with UWB Random Noise.
As the UWB and continuous random noise transmit signal characteristics imply,
a broadly spread spectrum processed for relatively lengthy durations is analogous to
the large time-bandwidth products that conventional pulse compression techniques
are designed to offer. In theory, thermal noise used as the signal source has infinite
bandwidth, that is, the random oscillations of electron carriers can and do occur at
all measurable frequencies [23]. Measurements must be taken for finite bandwidths
due to physical constraints of hardware. Similarly, the noise radar is band-limited
by design (using band-pass filters and other band-limited hardware), both in the re-
ceiver hardware chain and the transmitter and transmit replica chains. The following
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theory derives how a radar’s range resolution, one of the most critical characteristics
describing its imaging performance, rests in the occupied bandwidth, B, of the radar
waveform.
Woodward was first to formulate the “time resolution constant”, a well-known
application of the radar AF. To simplify the computation of the time resolution
constant, a zero-Doppler cut of the TFACF is taken, which makes it simply the time
autocorrelation function (ACF). Again using the example of the pseudorandom binary
phase coded waveform, Figure 9 shows the graphical representation of the ACF. This
is similar to the projection of the TFACF of a highly Doppler-tolerant waveform,
which short-pulse UWB waveforms are known to be. Another physical interpretation
occurs when the target of interest is stationary [6] relative to the radar. When this
fd=0 condition is satisfied, the time resolution constant, TR (0), is given by [56]
TR (0) =
∫∞
−∞ ∣ (, 0)∣
2 d
∣ (0, 0)∣2
. (6)
Figure 9. The zero-Doppler, Autocorrelation Function output of a 15-bit pseudorandom
binary phase coded waveform (reproduced from [35]).
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Woodward’s theory explains that the smaller the time resolution constant, the greater
the inherent potential of the waveform for discriminating between two targets via a
time delay measurement of return signals. Using Parseval’s theorem, which states
that the total energy, E associated with a real signal, s (t), is
E =
∫ ∞
−∞
∣s (t)∣2 dt =
∫ ∞
−∞
∣S (f)∣2 df. (7)
Therefore, Equation (6) can also be formulated in terms of the signal’s spectrum,
S (f), which means the time resolution constant becomes [56]
TR (0) =
∫∞
−∞ ∣S (f)∣
4 df[∫∞
−∞ ∣S (f)∣
2 df
]2 . (8)
Using the calculus of variations, Cook and Bernfeld show that the smallest TR (0)
is attained from waveforms that uniformly fill a large band with uniform magnitude,
much like the UWB-RN signal [56]. It also reduces TR (0) to simply the inverse of the
occupied bandwidth or 1
B
. Therefore, the signal bandwidth determines the theoretical
lower bound of the time resolution constant. As a result, a monostatic radar’s ability
to discriminate two targets due only to downrange separation is bounded from below
by [46]
ΔR =
c
2B
, (9)
where the monostatic range resolution, ΔR, now accounts for the two-way time delay,
and c is the speed of EM propagation through the assumed homogeneous medium of
free-space.
Besides the time resolution constant, another important design factor given by
the ACF is based on the size, shape and location of the waveform dependent range
sidelobes. Ambiguity arises when energy in the range sidelobe of a target response
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results in a false target or when that energy masks the presence of a smaller target
that is nearby. Mitigation of range sidelobe errors is a primary driver in waveform
design as well as the focus of many signal processing techniques performed in the
receiver.
2.2.4 Correlation of UWB Noise.
The model of the ACF can also be applied to analysis of stochastic signals, such as
UWB thermal noise. Described as random processes that are wide-sense stationary,
zero-mean, and Gaussian, the joint behavior of a pair of thermal noise signals X and Y
is best described by their second-order joint moment, E [XY ], where E is the expected
value [32]. This joint statistic is most commonly referred to as the cross-correlation of
X and Y , which hereafter is denoted by RXY . Because they are zero-mean processes,
RXY is said to be centered, and is therefore equivalent to the covariance of X and
Y . Furthermore, a correlation coefficient , which simply normalizes the already cen-
tered RXY , can be used to quantify from 0 to 1 the degree of correlation between the
two random processes, with 0 being perfectly uncorrelated [23]. One of the primary
goals in MIMO multistatic radar waveform design is waveform decorrelation in the
shared coverage area. When the correlation of two random processes approaches 0,
their spectra are said to have the quality of orthogonality. Orthogonality by design,
minimizes the average cross-power spectral density of the signals in a receiver pro-
cessor [34]. A key feature of large time-bandwidth signals is their potential for very
low cross-power spectral densities - the quality inherent in UWB random noise. In
the next section, the utility of cross-power spectrum estimation forms the basis of the
receiver processor theory and is ultimately exploited in the AFIT NoNet multistatic
design.
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2.3 Receiver Theory
The standard in radar receiver processing is the super-heterodyned matched filter.
In a conventional pulsed-Doppler radar, this process uses narrowband analog ampli-
fiers, mixers and filters designed to precondition the signal for the matched filtering.
The noise radar receiver design takes a quite different approach, one that is modeled
closely after the software defined radio. Rather than heterodyning and matched filter-
ing, the AFIT NoNet radar receiver is based on the concepts of direct-conversion and
digital correlation as seen in the block diagram in Figure 10. This section provides
the general theory on correlation processing and how it is implemented in the design.
The focus is on the key elements leading to design of experiments and subsequent
performance analysis of the system’s range accuracy.
Figure 10. Block Diagram of the noise radar node detailing the receiver’s direct-
conversion, digital correlation design.
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2.3.1 Direct-Conversion.
Direct-conversion to a digital signal format simultaneously simplifies the design
while expanding the flexibility of the receiver processing, following the concept of
the software defined radio [50]. The direct-conversion concept bypasses the typical
super-heterodyne receiver architecture, which mixes the receive signal with coherent
oscillators and stationary local oscillators one or more times before A/D conver-
sion [12]. Likewise, the noise radar receiver design does not use the standard in-phase
and quadrature channels created by the hybrid splitter and dual mixer architecture
in many coherent receivers. The theory is that limiting the amount of RF front-end
hardware not only reduces the complexity of receiver calibrations, it removes the
undesired noise inherent with in-phase/quadrature channel imbalances and drifts in
the reference oscillator’s phase. Minimizing the number of components also increases
the reliability of the overall system. Finally, minimal analog processing of both the
received and replica UWB signals, reduces the UWB signal distortions caused by
dispersive RF components.
As detailed in Figure 10, the 3.0 Giga-samples per second (GSa/s) analog-to-
digital conversion (A/D) is interleaved to sample each channel at 1.5 GSa/s. With
the two-channel mode implemented in the current design, the A/D meets the highest
frequency Nyquist-rate constraint covering the DC to 750 MHz spectral band. Besides
the maximum sampling rate bounding from above the usable bandwidth, the A/D
also determines the key radar receiver performance parameter of dynamic range. The
dynamic range is best understood in context of the overall operating environment, so
it is addressed in the calibration methodology section of Chapter III. The band pass
filter (BPF) is designed for a half-power bandwidth of approximately 400 MHz on
each signal channel. The high pass side of the BPF serves as the anti-aliasing filter,
the low pass of the BPF mirrors the lowest passed frequency of the antenna, which
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is approximately 400 MHz. The primary purpose of these filters is to condition the
transmit replica and received signal spectra prior to conversion and correlation pro-
cessing. Note that multiple low noise amplifiers (LNA) are used to amplify the signal
prior to transmission and immediately upon reception. With only minor variations,
this direct-conversion design is a replication of the Pennsylvania State University
noise radar design, as documented in [30].
Critical to a comprehensive understanding of the direct-conversion design is the
internally generated receiver noise that corrupts the received signal. This noise fig-
ure limits many of the overall radar performance metrics, particularly the radar’s
measurement accuracy. The statistical characteristics of the receiver’s thermally gen-
erated noise are identical to those presented in the transmitter theory. Therefore, the
RMS noise voltage, nt, computed in Equation (3) applies to each of the components
in the total cascaded receiver noise figure. Because the A/D noise is a combination of
its thermal and quantization noise, discussion of the noise figure requires an overview
of quantization noise theory.
Quantization noise is the direct result of the error between the digital and con-
tinuous time representations of the analog signal. Based in part on the number of
discrete quantization levels (or bits) of the digitizer, the distribution of the quanti-
zation noise also depends on the input signal’s amplitude distribution and spectral
characteristics (unlike other thermal noise which is not generally a function of the
input signal itself).
For the noise radar receiver, understanding both the distribution and cross-correlation
of the quantization error for each digital signal channel is critical. The quantiza-
tion noise not only corrupts each signal, lowering the correlated target response, but
any coloring or deterministic features in the noise can produce undesired high cross-
correlations between two signals. As a result, the correlation receiver’s noise floor
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is elevated, reducing the available SNR for target estimation purposes, and poten-
tially increasing the probability of false alarms. However, if adequately uncorrelated,
the coherent and non-coherent integration methods employed in the digital signal
processing would reduce quantization noise in a similar manner to that of the white
Gaussian thermal noise.
The quantization noise spectrum for a band-limited, white Gaussian input signal
has been analyzed and presented in [54]. According to Widrow and Kollár the PSD,
Sq, of the quantization noise for such a signal can be modeled as [54]
Sq ≈
q2
43B
√
3
2

(
3f 2
82B2
)
(10)
where the input signal of bandwidth B is quantized at a quantum size, q, and  is
the quantum size normalized by the input signal’s mean power (or  = q2/2x). The
power series expansion term, , is defined as [54]
 (y) =
∞∑
n=1
e
−y
n2
n3
.
As seen in Figure 11, for our bandwidth normalized frequency range of interest (nom-
inally from 1.8 to 4.0 on the plotted x-axis scale) a white-like quantization noise
spectrum is estimated. This flat region of the model output along the 8-bit curve is
based on a white Gaussian input signal of mean power, 2x, where the −4x to 4x
levels of the input signal are equivalent to the full input dynamic range of the A/D.
In other words, the signal is “filling” the dynamic range with approximately 8x of
its energy, which is an effective use of all available bits for this type of input signal.
Note the sloping tail in the plot, showing that even the 8-bit quantization noise be-
comes dispersive (i.e. colored) at higher relative frequencies or for narrower relative
bandwidths. Assuming then that such input signal conditions exist, the quantization
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noise is nearly white, and as a result, uncorrelated.
Figure 11. Normalized quantization noise spectra modeled for various A/D bits using
Equation (10). The model variables are specified by a white Gaussian input signal of
mean power, 2x and quantized across an A/D with nominal dynamic range of −4x to
4x.(reproduced from [54]).
Based on these theories, the RMS voltage, nq, of the uncorrelated quantization and
thermal noise will simply add as a cascaded network to the other receiver thermal
noise RMS voltages in the total receiver noise figure [46]. The critical theoretical
conclusion is that the quantization noise spectra of the A/D will have near-uniform
power spectral density. Consequently, it should not be a source of any erroneously
high cross-correlations in the measurements. These theoretical assumptions will be
tested in the system characterization measurements in Chapter III, where the multiple
channel output signals of the A/D will be analyzed using estimates of their auto and
cross correlations.
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2.3.2 Digital Correlation.
In a correlation receiver, the received input signal is convolved with a delayed
replica of the transmitted waveform. One of the most powerful tools in signal process-
ing is the use of the Fourier Transform property of convolution, depicted in its discrete
form in Figure 12. Essentially, the property allows computation of time-domain signal
convolution via complex signal multiplication in the frequency domain. Because the
transmit signal, s(t) and received signal r(t) are jointly wide-sense stationary pro-
cesses, their cross-power spectrum, Ssr (f) can be approximated using their discrete
Fourier Transform (DFT) spectra such that
Ssr [k] = S [k]R
∗ [k] , (11)
Figure 12. Graphical Representation of the Fourier Transform property of convolution
adapted from [40].
where the ∗ denotes the complex conjugate. In a digital correlation receiver, the
Nyquist satisfied spectral estimates of the transmit and receive signals for N length
records tested at each frequency, k, spanning the double-sided Nyquist bandwidth
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are given by
S [k] =
N−1∑
n=0
s [n] e−
j2nk
N (12)
and
R [k] =
N−1∑
n=0
S [n] e−
j2nk
N , (13)
respectively. Based on the Wiener-Khintchine-Einstein Theorem, one valuable utility
of obtaining the cross-power spectral estimate of the transmit and receive signals (as
seen in Equation (11) is computing the discrete cross-correlation, Rsr [n] given by [23]
Rsr [n] =
1
N
N−1∑
k=0
Ssr [k] e
j2nk
N , (14)
that is, the inverse discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT) of their cross-power spectral
density estimate. As was shown in the radar AF section, the Rsr [n] output of this
correlation process is also a time-reversed version of the matched filter operation.
Therefore, the AFIT NoNET processor mimics in its design the very correlation
algorithm used to assess a waveform’s performance bounds as defined by the AF.
With its reduced processing time and ease of implementation in the MatlabⓇenvironment,
the DFT and IDFT are computed using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and Inverse
Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT), respectively (as depicted in Figure 13). Reference to
this digital signal processing, specifically for radar applications, is detailed by Ma-
hafza and Elsherbeni in [35]. There, it is defined as a form of synthetic ranging by
means of the fast convolution process. This exact algorithm is the primary digital
signal processing (DSP) routine performed using MatlabⓇin the AFIT NoNET de-
sign. Using the xcorr function, an unbiased, cross-correlation Rsr [n] is estimated for
target localization in the time domain. This DSP is part of the distributed processing
performed at each radar node to compute its monostatic channel response, whereas
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bistatic channel cross-correlations are estimated by the central processor.
Figure 13. AFIT NoNET radar system block diagram including the cross-correlation
DSP which details the spectral estimation method of ranging.
2.3.3 Theoretical Range Accuracy.
Borrowed from information theory, the Cramér-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) is a
common method used in estimating various theoretical performance limits of sensors,
including radars. By choosing a single measurement parameter of an unbiased estima-
tor,  (here set as the two-way time delay to a target) the CRLB estimates the lowest
attainable variance in the error of that time delay measurement for a given system.
The CRLB is an application of the Fisher Information Matrix (FIM), which defines
the estimation fidelity of a set of desired parameters, based on the measurement’s or-
thogonal sensitivity to a set of nuisance, that is, interfering parameters. Specifically,
this lower bounded inequality of the error variance is the inverse of the determinant
of the FIM, ∣J (Φ)∣−1, such that [42]
CRLB = E
[
(̂ − )2
]
≥ 1
∣J (Φ)∣
, (15)
where Φ is a vector of the parameters to be estimated. If z (Φ) is the measured
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data taken by the system, it is assumed to be corrupted by various sources and types
of interference, like clutter, internal thermal noise, or even external jamming signals.
Because the FIM is the expected sensitivity of the measured data’s probability density,
p (z (Φ)) with respect to a change in the parameters of interest, it can be modeled
as [42]
J (Φ) = E
[(
∂
∂Φ
log p (z (Φ))
) (
∂
∂Φ
log p (z (Φ))
)T]
. (16)
Bernfeld and Cook point out the obvious complication in Equation (16), which
requires the á priori probability density functions of the parameters being estimated
in the measurement [6]. However, it is often valid to assume the aggregate of all
interferers be modeled as zero mean white Gaussian noise (as is the case for a radar
receiver that is thermal noise limited). Therefore, when envelope detection from a
matched filter is employed, the theory presented in [6] reduces the error variance
model for a monostatic time-delay measurement into the form
E
[
(̂ − )2
]
≥ 1
B2rms (2E/No)
, (17)
a relationship with two known measurement attributes: the signal energy to noise
spectral density ratio, E/No and an RMS bandwidth parameter, Brms. The signal’s
Brms is defined by [2]
Brms =
√√√⎷∫∞−∞ (2f)2 ∣S (f)∣2 df∫∞
−∞ ∣S (f)∣
2 df
, (18)
where S (f) constitutes the voltage signal spectrum of the desired signal energy passed
by the receiver front-end. As modeled by Equation (18), the spectral shape of the
transmit waveform will govern the value of Brms. Where a waveform of near-uniform
spectral density is employed, like the rectangular shape of a B band-limited white
noise, Brms is approximately equal to B/
√
3 or 1.81B [6].
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In the context of radar performance, the more commonly used notation (and that
which is followed in later computations) is the standard deviation of the time delay
measurement error,  . Therefore, Equation (17) can be expressed as [2]
 ≥
1
Brms
√
2 E
No
. (19)
It is important to note that this relationship is the optimum estimation. As such,
it assumes the pulse-integrated SNR at the output of a perfectly matched filter can
be used to approximate the E/No term. Nathanson cautions that the E/No be fac-
tored by a matching loss which is only equal to 1 when a perfectly matched filter
is employed [2]. The lower bound is also specific to the case in which internal re-
ceiver thermal noise is limiting the measurement sensitivity [2]. When other sources
of measurement interference are setting that limit, whether it be strong clutter, ex-
ternal noise, or even closely spaced targets, the true E/No is much more variable,
and typically smaller. A common practice is to estimate the accuracy based on the
expected E/No in a particular target/clutter engagement. This expected E/No is
similar to the threshold set for declaring a target detection and the common practice
in target tracking and sensor fusion algorithms. The characterization experiments
detailed in Chapter III measure the expected system response and nominal E/No for
the AFIT NoNET, which is used in predicting the system’s range accuracy. Addi-
tional details of the CRLB as it applies to Doppler estimation error and the radar
uncertainty principle can be found in [6].
2.4 Multistatic Theory
Of prime interest in implementing a multistatic radar design is the theory that
it can improve the localization estimates of targets in a remotely sensed environ-
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ment. The improvement is a result of illuminating and collecting with geographically
distributed sensors. By introducing spatial diversity in the target observations, cross-
range accuracy and resolution are attained and any spatially unique target scattered
energy is exploited. Therefore, the basic geometry and the associated impacts on
parametric measurements are critical theories to develop.
2.4.1 Multistatic Geometry and Measurement Parameters.
To simplify the resulting geometries and subsequent fusion algorithms, the multi-
static geometry is limited to a 2-dimensional problem, where all sensors and targets
are coplanar. Figure 14 depicts an example of a single-transmitter, multiple-receiver
(1x4) multistatic radar output, which is a multilateration of four channel images used
to localize a target in Cartesian space. Areas of higher intensity occur due to the linear
combination of the four images, each containing a spatially unique isorange contour
(where the circular isorange contour is a monostatic channel and the three elliptic are
bistatic). Intuitively, a point or region of intersection, and therefore greater intensity,
represents the location of a possible target or multiple targets spaced within a resolu-
tion cell. This basic multilateration technique is simulated through the use of a linear
image combination as the primary data fusion algorithm. Note that target ghosts,
similar to a radar false alarm, are potentially detected and estimated wherever the
azimuth-ambiguous, multi-isorange contours intersect, yet where no target actually
exists. It has been shown that the quantity of target ghosts in multistatic radar is
often reduced by adding additional channels. A superior method of reducing target
ghosts is by improving the range resolution of each channel, which further rationalizes
the use of UWB waveforms in the multistatic design [55].
Because the multistatic measurement is comprised of multiple bistatic channels,
the bistatic geometry seen in Figure 15 is the basis for theoretical multistatic perfor-
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Figure 14. Example of a 1x4 (single transmitter/multiple receiver) multistatic localiza-
tion estimate using multilateration of isorange contours for target position. Note three
low power target ghosts are formed between 6 and 7 meters (in the x-dimension).
mance. When omni-directional transmit and receive antennas are utilized, the down-
range representation of a bistatic channel with multiple responses in 2-dimensional
Cartesian space forms a set of confocal ellipses or isorange contours.
As seen in the North-referenced coordinate grid in Figure 15, the transmitter
location, txm, and receiver location, rxk are endpoints that define the bistatic baseline
vector of length, Lm,k. Note that the monostatic channel is a special case of the
bistatic geometry when the transmitter and receiver are co-located (Lm,k =  = 0),
and the two-way path length becomes the well-known 1
2
c expressed in Equation (2).
Each ellipse represents a constant time delay of the bistatic channel and establishes
the total channel path length, Rm,k =Rm+Rk, from transmitter m to receiver k by
way of any and all scatterers located on the ellipse, such as (x0, y0). Inserting the
path lengths shown in Figure 15 into the general equation for an ellipse in Cartesian
coordinates gives [25]
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Figure 15. The geometry of the planar bistatic measurement. The bistatic baseline
of length, Lm,k defined by transmitter location, txm, and receiver location, rxk are
used to produce the 2-dimensional bistatic images characterized by elliptic isorange
contours [25].
x2
R2m,k
+
y2
R2m,k − L2m,k
= 4. (20)
For accurate target localization and fusion of multiple downrange bistatic images,
translation must be performed to a known reference, such as the location of the
transmitter, txm . By converting to polar coordinates, the isorange ellipse is given
by [25]
Rm (m) =
R2m,k − L2m,k
2 (Rm,k − Lm,k sinm)
, (21)
where m is the angle with respect to the North reference standard (parallel to the
positive y-axis). As seen in Figure 15, Rm (m) is now the polar distance from the
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transmitter to the ellipse at the angle m.
The bistatic range resolution is directly influenced by the geometry of the mea-
surement, and is modeled as a geometric dilution of the monostatic resolution defined
by Equation (9). The downrange resolution, ΔDR, as seen along the bisector angle,
/2, is given by,
ΔDR =
c
2B cos (/2)
. (22)
Clearly, at small bistatic angles the downrange resolution (in the direction along the
bisector, /2) approaches the monostatic range resolution. Furthermore, near the
bistatic baseline where the largest of bistatic angles are encountered, all resolution
along the bisector is lost.
As seen in Figure 16, the cross-range (or angular) resolution capability of this
multistatic radar is a direct result of the wide spatial diversity of the measurements.
When performing multilateration of the system’s channels, the upper bound of the
cross-range resolution is simply the monostatic range resolution, developed in the
previous section. As a result, the smallest downrange and cross-range resolution
cell is formed by two distributed monostatic isorange contour measurements that are
spatially orthogonal with respect to a resolution cell containing the target of interest.
Similar geometric influences can be seen with the theoretical bistatic range ac-
curacy, as the downrange error variance also approaches that of the monostatic at
smaller bistatic angles. When the angle is not small, the other key factor in the mul-
tistatic localization accuracy is the geometry-dependent SNR of the bistatic channel.
Some of the key geometric factors can be seen in the basic bistatic radar range
equation expressed for the target signal received power. At the input to the receiver,
rxk from a bistatic channel originating at transmitter, txm, the input power Pk of the
desired target-scattered signal is given by [34]
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Figure 16. The fused downrange images of widely separated multistatic radar produces
varying degrees of cross-range resolution. The fused image resolution cell is the ag-
gregate of small and large downrange resolution cells across the shared coverage area
and is based on the position of the radar nodes and the respective geometries of their
isorange contours.
Pk =
PmGm (Ω)Gk (Ω)
2
cb ()Fk (Ω)Fm (Ω)
(4)3R2mR
2
k
(23)
where Pm is the transmitter power, Gm (Ω) and Gk (Ω) are the channel’s angle-
dependent directivity gains of the transmit and receive antennas, and Fk (Ω) and
Fm (Ω) are the angle-dependent propagation factors. Here, 
2
c is the wavelength of
an UWB signal’s center frequency, and b () is the angle-dependent distribution of
the target’s bistatic RCS. A good example of the angle-dependent (elevation in this
case) propagation impacts on the received signal power is the single and/or double
bounce ground plane effects as depicted in Figure 17 [27]. When considering direct,
D, and indirect, I, ground plane propagation, there are four possible round trip paths
that the signal can travel. The resulting interference patterns are strongly dependent
upon the electrical path lengths of EM propagation driven by the values of antenna
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height, ℎa, target height, ℎt, and range, R. Also critical are the complex reflec-
tivities of the target and ground at the grazing angle, . As the recent studies on
multistatic diversity gains have shown, bistatic propagation factors and RCS distri-
butions can neutralize the negative geometric effects like target scintillation, glint, or
multipath-induced target fading that greatly affect target detection probabilities [31].
For brevity, this simplified version of the range equation (Eq. (23)) is used to high-
light the core geometric implications of the available received power from the target.
However, other key geometric considerations in modeling the available SNR, like the
distributions associated with multistatic clutter [10], the degree of spatial correlation
of external noise sources [48], and even UWB Doppler-spreading losses caused by high
radial velocity targets [37], while certainly at play, are not critical to the basic theory
presented in this discussion.
Figure 17. The ground plane multipath effect is one example of the geometry depen-
dent propagation factors impacting both monostatic and bistatic channels (Reproduced
from [10]).
As one of the core principles in potential multistatic enhancements, observing a
target from different aspect angles enables diverse monostatic and bistatic RCS char-
acteristics to be measured simultaneously. As a rule of thumb, the bistatic RCS of
simple specular scatterers at small bistatic angles can be estimated from the monos-
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tatic RCS at the bisector angle [5]. However, for more complex scatterers or for larger
bistatic angles ranging from 30∘and greater, the monostatic-to-bistatic equivalence
theorems lose their fidelity and the RCS is best attained via measurement [3]. Fur-
thermore, beyond approximately 165∘ the forward scatter region is known to produce
significant increases in RCS, from 10 to 25 dB being reported [17, 19, 55]. Ironically,
it is the coverage region on and very near the baseline, where the theoretical range
accuracy and resolution becomes indeterminate, that the enhanced forward scatter
RCS, F , is observed. Originally identified by Siegel, the enhancement is a unique re-
sult of the constructive interference produced by the incident and scattered EM fields
in the shadow region of a target [18]. Using physical optics, which is valid for incident
wavelengths, , much smaller than the target dimensions, F is approximated as [7]
F ≈
4A2
2
(24)
where A is the target’s shadow area, or silhouette. The theoretical radiation pattern
of the forward scatter can be modeled after a uniformly illuminated aperture hav-
ing the same area as the target’s shadow area. Therefore, the lower the frequency
of the incident wave, the broader the main forward scatter lobe becomes, and the
phenomenon is observable for larger ranges of .
While this region may provide signal enhancements, the forward scattered clutter
and strong line-of-sight transmit signal can also add significant interference to the
measurement. As is discussed in Chapter 3, the multistatic performance experiments
seek to explore such phenomenology in their design. Furthermore, the impact of
these various geometric dependencies on multistatic channel SNR must be considered
and adequately captured when deriving a multistatic receive signal model, like that
presented in the next section.
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2.4.2 Multistatic Signal Model.
Each radar receiver of a multistatic system is designed to collect the RF signal and
perform some level of initial processing on it. A critical design trade is in the amount
of information that will be sent via communication link to the central processor.
Based again on the overarching system CONOPS, design trades are made between
distributed and central processing, command and control, and datalink bandwidths
in light of the detection and estimation fidelity requirements of the system. There-
fore, one of the key descriptors of a multistatic system becomes the signal and data
processing architecture it employs. Common to most architectures is a general math-
ematical model of the combined receive signal of the distributed active sensors. Using
similar notation and procedure to that of a recent publication on MIMO radar signal
processing [34], the model provides a useful framework for the design and analysis
of multistatic channels. To begin, a variation of the bistatic radar range equation
(Eq. (23)) is modified to capture all angle dependencies associated with the m, k
channel geometry (as depicted in Figure 15). Therefore, all channel specific gains
and losses described in Equation (23) are reduced to a single coefficient, , repre-
senting the received voltage from each target scattered channel. With functional
dependency on b to highlight the impact of the bistatic RCS on its value, m,k is
defined as [34]
m,k(b) =
√
PmGmGk2cbFmFk
(4)3R2mR
2
k
e−j2Ψ, (25)
where
Ψ =
Rm,k
c
(26)
has been included to combine the signal’s phase shift due to the path length, Rm,k,
and potential complex reflectivity, , of the bistatic target scattering. Therefore, a
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multistatic receive signal is given by [34]
rk(t) =
M∑
m=1
[
H0/1m,k (b) sm (t− m,k) + cm,k (t− Tm,k)
]
+ jk(t) + nk(t), (27)
where the kth receiver and mth transmitter together form the m, kth channel path
for a total of MK channels. The time-delays associated with target, m,k (b) sm, and
clutter, cm,k, scattering are m,k and Tm,k, respectively. External interference, such as a
noise jammer, is accounted for with jk(t), while nk(t) describes the total internal noise
of the kth receiver (including thermal and quantization noise). One assumption made
in the model is that a target be simultaneously visible (unobstructed by terrain or
other obstacles) in each transmitter-receiver channel. Therefore, the target presence
binomial, H0/1, assumes the visibility factor is satisfied, as well [25].
Assuming a direct-conversion digitization of the transmit and received signal at
the kth receiver allows further model development in discrete form. The digital
correlation processing, denoted by the ⊗ symbol, is performed with each of the M
digitized transmit replicas, sℎ [n], such that
xℎ,k [n] = rk [n]⊗ sℎ [n] . (28)
In Equation (28), xℎ,k can be thought of as the combined output of a bank of digital
correlators designed to
1. segregate the sm transmissions mixed during free-space propagation,
2. produce a discrete time delay response for each of the correlated signals,
3. suppress internal noise and external interference, and
4. isolate in time the clutter signals from the desired target signal.
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To support these theories the signal model must be expanded by distributing the
correlation across the three primary components of the digital receive signal. By
plugging Equation (27) into Equation (28) and assuming a digital time sampling rate
of ts, the output of the multistatic digital correlation receiver can be modeled as
xℎ,k [n] = H0/1
M∑
m=1
(m,k (b) sm [n− m,k/ts]⊗ sℎ [n])
+
M∑
m=1
(cm,k [n− Tm,k/ts]⊗ sℎ [n])
+ (jk [n] + nk [n])⊗ sℎ [n] , (29)
= H0/1m,k (b)Rℎ [n− m,k/ts] +
M∑
m ∕=ℎ
H0/1m,kRm,ℎ [n− m,k/ts]
+Rℎ [n− Tm,k/ts] +
M∑
m∕=ℎ
Rm,ℎ [n− Tm,k/ts]
+Rj [n] +Rn [n] . (30)
It can be seen that when a target is present and visible by all M channels (i.e.
condition H1), the auto-correlation term Rℎ [n− ℎ,k/ts] will be the desired dominant
contributor in the xℎ,k output signal. Competing with that signal are the M -1 other
signal and clutter cross-correlations, i.e. both Rm,ℎ summation terms for m ∕= ℎ.
As discussed in the waveform section, a key principle in a multistatic network is the
use of orthogonal transmit waveforms. Here, that theory extends to produce low
cross-correlations in external noise source correlations, Rj [n] and internal receiver
noise correlations, Rn [n] terms of Equation (30). In practice, each of these will have
a specific degree of orthogonality to sℎ, the aggregate of their correlation setting
the noise floor in the receiver. As for the single m = ℎ clutter correlation term,
because the AFIT NoNET is a stationary high resolution multistatic design, the
effective response of the clutter auto-correlation, Rℎ [n− Tℎ,k/ts], can be mitigated in
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two ways. First, the high range resolution creates range bins associated with smaller
physical areas of each downrange clutter ring (or isorange clutter contour). Therefore,
not only is the strong clutter often resolved in range from the target, the overall
strength of each clutter patch that is co-range with the target (i.e. when Tℎ,k = ℎ,k)
is reduced. Furthermore, techniques such as background subtraction (when training
data is available) and non-coherent change detection (when moving targets are of
interest) can further aide in suppressing the stationary clutter. Although, multistatic
clutter has not been extensively studied, it is known to have significant geometric
dependencies and must be considered in multistatic designs [4].
2.5 Chapter Conclusion
The underlying theories that support the monostatic design and subsequent mul-
tistatic operations have been presented. The enabling features of using continuous
random noise as a transmit waveform were expressed using the theory of the AF,
from which the key performance parameter of range resolution was derived. The
simplicity of the AFIT NoNET receiver originates from its direct-conversion, digital
correlation design. Using minimal RF front-end components, the cross-power spectral
density of the spectral estimates of the digitized transmit replica and receive signals
provide the basis for measuring their cross-correlation. The next chapter tests the
validity of these enabling theories, characterizes the critical parameters of the system
architecture, and establishes the methodology for assessing the target localization
performance of the monostatic and multistatic system configurations.
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III. System Characterization and Experimental Design
3.1 Chapter Overview
This chapter defines the scope of experimentation, describing the methodology
used to perform a system characterization and the design of system performance ex-
periments. Using the traditional guidelines of the scientific method, the following
general procedure is followed to characterize, demonstrate and evaluate the perfor-
mance of the AFIT NoNET system.
∙ Predict theoretical performance
∙ Design and calibrate measurement systems
∙ Design and conduct experimental measurements
∙ Process collected data and analyze results
Based on the theory presented in Chapter II, the system characterization and cal-
ibration measurements in Section 3.2 provide the data necessary to compute the
theoretical predictions for the range resolution and accuracy performance metrics. A
description is given of each measurement used to characterize and calibrate each noise
radar node in its operating environment. In addition, the distributed and central sig-
nal and data processing parameters and architecture are presented. The processing
algorithms developed under this architecture are used to compute the monostatic
and multistatic channel cross-correlation estimates and transform them into the high
resolution range profiles necessary for image quality target localization. The plans to
collect the monostatic and multistatic localization performance measurements with
this fully characterized and calibrated system are described in Section 3.3. The ratio-
nale and objectives in the design of each experiment is discussed, and a test matrix
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provides details for the specific system configuration, target types and measurement
geometries for each trial. To conclude the chapter, a discussion on risk mitigation
plans, a review of evaluation methods, and a summary of experiment goals are pre-
sented.
3.2 System Characterization
System characterization is the focus of the initial design of experiments. Required
to compute the predicted performance of the system, the characterization provides a
measurement of the system’s noise floor along the receive chain, the system’s effective
bandwidth, and available signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) based on the implemented re-
ceiver processing architecture. Additionally, the characterization identifies the critical
calibration points for both the single node and network level of operations. Lower
level (i.e, RF component level) characterizations have been performed on the AFIT
NoNET radar module and documented in previous research [43]. Rather than repeat
that level of characterization, the approach is to build on that work, with a focus on
system operating levels.
The actual performance of the AFIT NoNET monostatic and multistatic modes
and realistic predictions of those metrics are based on two key system architecture
characteristics. These include the calibrated system response, which is a direct result
of the receiver front-end operating characteristics, and the distributed and central
signal and data processing architecture, which utilize both coherent and non-coherent
digital processing algorithms. Therefore, the system characterization is scoped for
measurements, calibrations and processing descriptions that will support a systematic
design and execution of the subsequent localization performance experiments.
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3.2.1 System Response and Calibration Experiments.
Like all radar receivers, the basic receiver operating characteristics of the noise
radar constitute the aggregate response of the receive chain hardware components.
Effective calibrations insure a linear system response, predictable receiver noise power
spectral densities, and accurate receiver processing conversion from correlation sam-
ple space to the downrange domain. The first two measurements listed in Table 1
correspond to the annotated test point terminations in Figure 18. These initial exper-
iments are used to verify theoretical and documented receiver front-end performance,
inclusive of the A/D thermal and quantization noise characteristics as discussed in
Section 2.3.1. This includes analysis of the power spectral densities and second-
order statistics of the noise along the receive chain followed by total system response
measurements in its nominal operating environment. The full system response mea-
surements and subsequent range calibrations are designed for two reasons. The first
is to establish input power calibration procedures insuring appropriate linear use of
the receiver’s dynamic range and accurate conversion of the target response to a
time-delay domain via a two point range calibration. The second purpose is to mea-
sure the received signal bandwidth and calibrated target response SNR for use in the
theoretical range resolution and range accuracy performance computations.
Table 1. Measurements are taken along the receive hardware chain of NTR6 for an
operating system response characterization. The multi-system characterization and 2-
pt range calibration measurements are used to calibrate receiver dynamic range and
time-delay conversion algorithms. All measurements are taken in the AFIT RCS Range.
Trial System Comments
P0 1 NTR6 Rx front-end off, source off; termination point 1
P0 2 NTR6 Rx chain on, source on; termination point 2
P0 3 NTR6 Both chains on; A/D, LNA, chamber, coupling, and clutter
P0 4 NTR6 Both chains on; adds NTR1, NTR2, NTR3 external noise
P0 5 NTR6 3.089 m - close range dihedral-1
P0 6 NTR6 9.045 m - far range dihedral-3
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(a)
(b)
Figure 18. Experimental set-up of NTR6 characterization, where (a) depicts the ac-
tual system hardware and (b) is a block diagram annotated with the corresponding
measurement termination points as listed in the test matrix.
The first and second measurements are used to characterize the impacts of the
A/D, LNA, and internal coupling noises on the lower bound of the receiver’s dynamic
range and compare the correlation statistics to the theoretical assertions presented in
Chapter II. The power spectral density and relevant first and second order statistics of
the A/D receive channel’s quantized thermal noise are graphed in Figure 19. Three
important features are noted upon inspection. First, in Figure 19(b) at the input
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range of ±1 Vpp the noise is approximately zero-mean, and toggles the central bits of
the linearly quantized A/D (that is, the least significant quantization levels of ±7.81
mV having a 3.20 mV standard deviation). Secondly, the broad, nearly-uniform power
spectrum within the Nyquist bandwidth in Figure 19(a) corresponds to the expected
strong, narrow peak that results in both a high peak-to-sidelobe ratio peak-to-sidelobe
ratio (PSLR) and peak-to-noise-floor ratio (PNFR), as seen in the autocorrelation
function (ACF) plotted in Figure 19(c). As was discussed in the ambiguity theory, this
narrow peak and high PSLR provides the greatest potential for high range resolution
measurements, and maintaining a high PNFR is necessary for accurate measurements.
As is common practice, the ∣ACF ∣ of this receiver channel measurement is normalized
by its zero-delay peak magnitude. The low mean noise floor (NF) power and noise-
like cross-correlation (XCF) results seen in Figure 19(d) is early evidence that the
A/D channels are sufficiently isolated on the board, and that they operate with
negligible spurious and harmonic distortions when digitizing band-limited thermal
noise. These are all important initial indicators that the low end of the A/D dynamic
range is adequately balanced and sensitive, and that the quantization noise will be
uncorrelated for normal radar operations.
In an ideal case, the low end of the receiver’s dynamic range would be toggled
by simply the thermal and quantization noise of the A/D cascaded with the LNA
thermal noise [38]. However, internal coupling of the transmitter source and possible
external RF interference (RFI) must also be factored, so measurement P0 2 is used
to characterize the response due to these. Figure 20(a) shows the impact of the band-
limited LNA thermal noise, internal coupling from the transmitter, and chamber RFI
on the total power of the receiver’s noise floor. Likewise, the band pass filtering,
coloring within that occupied bandwidth, and the internal RF coupling is effecting
the signal correlation statistics. As expected, the more narrow and less uniform
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 19. System Response and statistical analysis data of characterization measure-
ment P0 1 are collected using the radar’s digital receiver processor as the instrumenta-
tion device. Subfigure (a) is the single-sided spectrum estimate and (b) is the histogram
of percentage of A/D counts with respect to the quantized dynamic range. Subfigure
(c) is a plot of the normalized ∣ACF ∣ of the receive channel computed using the full 1
s record but only showing the central -40 to 40 ns discrete time delays. The data’s
PNFR and PSLR are annotated. Time delays from -65 to 65 ns of the two A/D chan-
nel’s ∣XCF ∣ is similarly plotted in (d) showing the expected low level of correlation and
average noise floor.
spectrum in the effective bandwidth of the signal has widened the peak of the ∣ACF ∣
and lowered the PSLR and PNFR, respectively (as seen in Figure 20(c)). The strong
cross-correlations right of center in the channels’ ∣XCF ∣ is indicative of cross-talk
(i.e. RF coupling or ringing) occurring inside the RF front-end module. This can be
expected and tolerated to some degree, but ferrite absorber has been inserted between
the channels to aid in keeping this to a minimum.
While transmitting into the environment, the power spectral density of the re-
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 20. System Response and statistical analysis data of characterization measure-
ment P0 2 are collected using the radar’s digital receiver processor as the instrumenta-
tion device. Subfigure (a) is the single-sided spectrum estimate and (b) is the histogram
of percentage of A/D counts with respect to the quantized dynamic range. Subfigure
(c) is a plot of the normalized ∣ACF ∣ of the receive channel computed using the full 1
s record but only showing the central -40 to 40 ns discrete time delays. Time delays
from -65 to 65 ns of the two A/D channel’s ∣XCF ∣ is similarly plotted in (d) and reveal
larger than expected correlations and average noise floor.
ceive signal includes all of the previous plus any antenna coupling and target/clutter
scattered energy collected by the receive antenna. Measurement P0 3 is taken to
capture the receiver’s response in this monostatic operating mode and to understand
the impacts on the receiver’s dynamic range. Additionally, these conditions deter-
mine the mean power of the noise floor, against which the desired monostatic signal
will have to compete. The spectral and statistical results of the measured response
are shown in Figure 21. The power spectrum estimate plotted in Figure 21(a) is of
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significant interest in that it represents the receive signal bandwidth of the end-to-
end system response. By capturing and analyzing this response using the identical
spectral estimation hardware and digital signal processing algorithms used in the
direct-conversion, digital correlation receiver, more realistic predictions in the radar’s
performance can be made. Using a 3-dB cut-off bandwidth criteria (as opposed to the
10-dB roll-off standard used for channel isolation purposes), the effective receive sig-
nal bandwidth is found to be 185 MHz centered at 430 MHz. Because the radar range
performance metrics are inversely proportional to the received signal bandwidth, it
will be shown that these findings directly support performance predictions presented
in the analysis of results in Chapter IV.
One other important observation is made during this measurement. By varying
the elevation and elevation angle of the transmit and receive antenna, it is found that
the close-in clutter (specifically, the antenna spillover) increases the received signal
power in such a way as to cause clipping by the A/D at its peak voltage input range of
-1 to 1 V. The transmit-to-receive antenna RF spillover is a known limitation in noise
modulated CW systems, and additional background information on the phenomenon
can be found in [45]. By adding 3 dB of attenuation at the input to the receiver
RF front-end, the A/D clipping is mitigated while maintaining a proper fill in the
dynamic range as seen in Figure 21(b) (std=0.2895 V). This depth of quantization
effectively uses the 8-bits for band-limited Gaussian input signals, following the model
presented in Section 2.3.1. Furthermore, the standard power calibration procedure
used for the AFIT NoNET is to pad each receiver front-end input as required until
the standard deviation of the centered input signal voltage constitutes approximately
12.5% of the full input dynamic range of the A/D. Lastly, these findings show that
the upper bound to the receiver’s linear dynamic range is the A/D board, even when
using the full A/D input range. This is because the maximum (useful) input signal
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(a) (b)
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Figure 21. System Response and statistical analysis data of characterization measure-
ment P0 3 are collected using the radar’s digital receiver processor as the instrumenta-
tion device. Subfigure (a) is the single-sided spectrum estimate and (b) is the histogram
of percentage of A/D counts with respect to the quantized dynamic range. Subfigure
(c) is a plot of the normalized ∣ACF ∣ of the receive channel computed using the full 1
s record but only showing the central -40 to 40 ns discrete time delays. The data’s
PNFR and PSLR are annotated. Time delays from -65 to 65 ns of the two A/D chan-
nel’s ∣XCF ∣ is similarly plotted in (d) and reveal larger than expected correlations and
average noise floor.
level of the A/D board is reached well before the +17 dBm, 1-dB compression point
of the LNA.
The effects of clutter on the receive signal power is a critical constraint in the
design of the performance experiments. For the goal of multistatic operations, the
number of nodes, geometries, and multistatic clutter power must be considered dur-
ing experimental design and calibrations to insure the direct conversion processing is
not degraded due to signal power levels beyond the dynamic range of the receivers.
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Therefore, the receiver response in measurement P0 4 is taken while operating three
additional noise radar transmitters in the planned multistatic experiment configura-
tion (as seen in Figure 27 later in the chapter). The combined average power of the
spillover, clutter, RFI, and now external noise radiating from the additional sensors
are evaluated. It is found experimentally that an additional 2 dB of attenuation is
needed to maintain the high effective number of bits without signal clipping in the
A/D. The spectral and statistical characteristics were found to be very similar to the
previous trial, once properly calibrated. As expected, the calibration procedures are
necessary to offset the effects of the geometric positioning of the distributed nodes.
For the multistatic experiments, added attenuation requirements range from 1 to 9
dB to properly condition the input signal at each node. A potential design enhance-
ment would be an incorporation of a voltage controlled variable attenuator at the
input to the receiver RF front-end. In conclusion, this measurement establishes the
final power calibrations in the multistatic configuration as all potential signals of the
multistatic received signal model presented in Section 2.4.2 are accounted for, less the
actual target signal. The results highlight the challenge now left to the multistatic
receiver processor - isolating a relatively weak target scattered noise signal from a
strong mixture of interfering noise signals.
3.2.1.1 Signal Processing Architecture.
The AFIT NoNET system is operated using a software interface developed in
MatlabⓇ. The software consists of 6 modular functions, 3 of which perform the
distributed control and processing at the individual radar nodes while the other 3 are
utilized by the central processor. The modularity of the hardware and software allows
the central processing functions to be performed by any of the nodes within the mul-
tistatic cluster or by a stand-alone processor. Figure 22 represents the architectural
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structure and gives a short description of each of the core functions.
A node’s local interface with the A/D board is established within MatlabⓇusing
MicrosoftⓇ .NET 3.0 FrameworkTM and the .NET assembly supplied by the board
manufacturer, Acquisition Logic. To streamline the receiver signal processing, the
digitized waveforms are read into the MatlabⓇworkspace via direct memory access
(DMA) of the A/D board. This same interface is used to initialize the signal collection
parameters, like sampling frequency, number of records per trigger, input voltage
range, etc, for each measurement.
The A/D board samples at a maximum rate of 3.0 GSa/s, which provides the
2-channel interleaved rate of 1.5 GSa/s. By default the board’s FPGA synthesizes
3 additional interpolated samples per actual sample, a feature that was left enabled
after preliminary testing showed the smoother correlation responses were easier to
interpret. Furthermore, it is confirmed that using a coherent digital correlation of
the maximum 1 − s record length provides the greatest SNR response [43]. For
additional SNR gains via response averaging, the multi-trigger capability of the A/D
board is used to collect a total of 40 full waveforms per channel (i.e. 40 of the 1− s
receive signals and 40 of the 1−s transmit replica signals). Therefore, a single DMA
call imports 480 Kbytes via Peripheral Component Interconnect Express (PCIe) into
the local MatlabⓇ workspace. Because the onboard flash memory of the A/D board
allows up to 512 Mbytes to be stored and accessed by a single DMA call, future AFIT
NoNET DSP designs should continue to weigh the latency/throughput trades specific
to the sensing application.
The core of the distributed DSP design is the digital correlation of the full 6000
samples of each of 40 receive and replica waveform pairs. Those 40 correlations are
then averaged, and the monostatic response of the DSP integration interval is ready
for data post-processing. If the node is part of a distributed cluster of nodes tasked
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(a)
(b)
Figure 22. The multistatic signal processing architecture consists of both (a) distributed
and (b) central processing functionality. Three primary communication, control and
DSP MatlabⓇfunctions are implemented at each level.
with providing a multistatic solution, the monostatic response and waveforms are
datalinked to the central processor via a wireless access point. The DSP routines
for each bistatic channel are then performed by the central processor. Details of the
MatlabⓇ code and its implementation in a multistatic measurement with a cluster
of nodes is found in Appendix A. Once all signals have been processed, a variety
of post-processing functions can be implemented, including conversion to 1-D or 2-
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D downrange profiles, peak detection, background subtraction, and of course, data
fusion for netted-monostatic or multistatic imagery. While some of these processes
will be discussed in detail in Chapter IV, execution of the 2-pt calibration relies on
the 1-D downrange profile post-processing.
3.2.1.2 Range Calibration.
Post-processing of the raw correlation response is necessary to perform the 2-pt
range calibration and subsequent performance experiments. Figure 23 depicts the
evolution of the measurement at each stage of the data post-processing. The output
of the digital correlation processing is shown in Figure 23(a), where samples 6000 to
11999 correspond to approximately 150 meters of downrange response based on the
0.1667 nanosecond per sample rate. The processing architecture allows tremendous
flexibility in predefining or post-processing the specific range coverage of interest.
For measurements taken inside the AFIT RCS chamber, only 10 meters of coverage is
required (∼ 400 samples). The monostatic channel data consistently occurs between
the 200th sample lag, Rsr [200] and the 600th sample lag, Rsr [600] for the 10 meters
of coverage. For bistatic channels, the relative timing of the trigger signal sent to
each node (along with the channel specific internal RF path lengths) determines the
correlated sample windows of interest. Experiments revealed a wide variety of both
early (negative lag) and late (positive lag) windows of bistatic correlation that capture
the range coverage of interest. The bistatic DSP is necessarily more dynamic, looking
across a Rsr [−600] to Rsr [800] correlation field of view. Using the strong response
occurring for the direct line of sight, the channel’s unique time delay origin is located
within this field of view. The subsequent conversion to range (mapping to the isorange
contour geometry as detailed in Section 2.4.1) is made relative to the known bistatic
baseline range. Details of this process are expounded upon in the introductions to
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the multistatic analysis of results.
In Figure 23(b) the first (and usually strongest) peak response in a monostatic
measurement is due to the combined direct line-of-sight and ground-bounced antenna
spillover of the horizontally co-polarized transmit and receive antennas. The location
of this spillover represents the total EM path length of (1) the transmitter hardware
chain (minus the path length that the transmit replica travels before digitization),
(2) the free-space direct and single bounce propagations from the transmit antenna
to the receive antenna, and (3) the receive hardware chain. Each node’s antennas and
antenna crossbar fixtures were positioned the same for all performance experiments
(maximum separation in azimuth between horizontally polarized transmit and hori-
zontally polarized receive antennas and maximum height above ground). Analysis of
the locations and magnitudes of these spillover responses measured over the course of
many experiments provides insight into the stability and uniqueness of each system’s
response.
As seen in Table 2, the statistics of the spillover peak show the consistency from
measurement to measurement for each node. However, the sample locations and peak
power of the spillover vary from system to system. Such variations are expected.
While the systems are built-up from identical component part numbers, physical di-
mensions, and nearly identical RF plumbing, the experiments reveal that each node
has a unique (hardware inherent) response completely independent of the other tem-
porally and spatially unique factors in a measurement. This system uniqueness also
impacts each transmit-receive bistatic channel in the multistatic system, where each
channel’s unique hardware is part of the measured time delay for that channel. As
seen in Figure 23(c), the final monostatic data processing routine takes into account
these internal time delays of the channel and converts the time-delay based samples
to the downrange domain using Equation (2). Though original multistatic processing
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(b)
(c)
Figure 23. Response features and post-processing evolution of the target response
developed for range calibration and performance evaluations.
designs used the strong spillover peaks to serve as real-time reference points for the
conversion to time-delay (i.e. downrange), the 2-point calibration technique is a more
precise process for range calibration and is therefore the method used in subsequent
experiments.
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Table 2. Statistics of the antenna spillover response peaks are based on 28 individual
background measurements taken with each system spread throughout two weeks of
experiments. Antenna heights are fixed on each node, but node locations within the
chamber vary. Peak magnitudes represent the output power response of the digital
receiver correlator. Though the peak locations (in samples) are relatively stable from
measurement to measurement, the system to system variance is noted.
System NTR1 NTR2 NTR3 NTR6
location (samples) mean sample 250 250 227 230
std sample 1.6 3.7 0.2 2.6
magnitude (mW) mean power 25.11 15.32 25.82 17.46
std power 0.88 0.84 0.56 0.97
The 2-point range calibration measurement establishes the appropriate time origin
of the system’s response by calibrating out any time delay that is not due to free-space
EM wave propagation to and from scatterers in the environment. The procedure must
also account for the implications seen in the accuracy theory developed in Chapter II.
Because the standard deviation of range error is inversely proportional to the square
of the available SNR, range measurement accuracy of a constant RCS target degrades
as it moves farther out in range [13]. The method of using both a small and large RCS
target provides similar SNR values at close and far ranges, insuring consistent levels
of range accuracy during the calibration procedures. The hip-pocket RCS equation of
a rectangular dihedral is used to design the corner reflectors needed in the calibration.
The RCS can be approximated by
 ≈ 8a
2b2
2
, (31)
where a and b are the dimensions of the reflector sides and  is the center wavelength
of the incident wave. This RCS approximation and the radar range equation are used
to compute two target RCS’s for a constant received power, one for the 3-meter range
and one for the 9-meter range. As seen in Figure 24, dihedral-1 (2.0 dBsm) for the
close range measurement and dihedral-2 (26.5 dBsm) for the far range measurement
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are constructed. Finally, a nominal SNR prediction can be made using the average
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 24. Experimental set-up with (a) dihedral-1 and (b) dihedral-2 for the mono-
static 2-pt range calibration measurements and associated calibrated results showing
post-processed downrange target profiles at (c) 3.089 meters and (d) 9.045 meters with
target truth range uncertainty of ±0.39 cm using the laser range finder.
power of the peak target responses measured in the 2-pt range calibration, 20.12-mW
at the close range and 21.93 mW at the far range. The ratio of the 21.03-mW signal
power to the 0.43-mW mean noise power found in measurement P0 3, is 48.91 or
16.89 dB. This, along with the RMS bandwidth of the received signal, are carried
forward for the range accuracy performance prediction in Chapter IV.
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3.3 Monostatic Localization Performance
3.3.1 Range Resolution Experiment.
Using a single radar node, a series of monostatic measurements are taken. The
primary purpose is the evaluation of the AFIT NoNET monostatic range resolu-
tion. Two dihedral corner reflectors (dihedral-1) and (dihedral-3) serve as tar-
gets. Figure 25 shows the physical layout of the experiment and Table 3 captures
the test matrix. Initially, the upper dihedral-3 is stacked vertically aligned with
the lower dihedral-1, allowing for a co-range measurement. With each subsequent
trial, dihedral-3 is repositioned at approximately 12.5 centimeter steps increasing
in downrange distance from the radar, while dihedral-1 remains at its initial range.
By using non-moving targets having a similar RCS, the experiment is designed to
Table 3. Monostatic responses of a two target scene are used to assess the range
resolution of the AFIT NoNET. Target distances are measured downrange with respect
to the radar node using a laser ranging device with a measurement standard deviation
of +/- 0.39 cm.
Trial Systems dihedral-1 (m) dihedral-3 (m) Comments
P1bkg1 NTR6 - - target supports/chamber
P1res1 NTR6 5.282 5.291
P1res2 NTR6 5.282 5.445
P1res3 NTR6 5.282 5.558
P1res4 NTR6 5.282 5.761
P1res5a NTR6 5.282 5.881 decreased to 5cm steps
P1res5b NTR6 5.282 6.067
P1res5c NTR6 5.282 6.103
P1res5d NTR6 5.282 6.154
P1res5e NTR6 5.282 6.209
P1res6 NTR6 5.282 6.332 resume 12.5cm steps
P1res7 NTR6 5.282 6.462
P1res8 NTR6 5.282 6.686
P1res9 NTR6 5.282 6.726
P1bkg2 NTR6 - - target supports/chamber
isolate target range as the single means of discrimination. The collected data from
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all 13 resolution trials are analyzed to determine the minimum range difference in
which the two targets are distinguishable. The resolvability assessment is based on
the half-power resolution criteria, which requires a discernible 3-dB roll-off between
target peaks to declare the targets resolved [6].
Figure 25. Experimental set-up of the monostatic range resolution measurements with
both a top view of the experiment layout in the AFIT RCS Range and photo of the
actual target scenario.
3.3.2 Range Accuracy Experiment.
The primary objective of the experiment is to assess the monostatic range accuracy
of an individual sensor. In this series of experimental trials, NTR3 operates as a
monostatic radar node and is used to measure the downrange location of dihedral-1.
Table 4 captures the test matrix and Figure 26 shows the corresponding physical
layout of the experiment. To gather the necessary statistical data to compute the
accuracy in terms of an error standard deviation, dihedral-1 is maintained in a
single position for 11 measurements (the P2acc3 trials, as seen in the test matrix).
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Table 4. Monostatic responses of scene with a single target are used to assess the range
accuracy of the AFIT NoNET. Target distances are measured downrange with respect
to the radar node using a laser ranging device with a measurement standard deviation
of +/- 0.39 cm.
Trial System dihedral-1 (m) Comments
P2bkg1 NTR6 - support and chamber
P2acc1 NTR6 5.674
P2acc2 NTR6 5.723
P2acc3a NTR6 5.774 hold position
P2acc3b NTR6 5.774
P2acc3c NTR6 5.774
P2acc3d NTR6 5.774
P2acc3e NTR6 5.774
P2acc3f NTR6 5.774
P2acc3g NTR6 5.774
P2acc3ℎ NTR6 5.774
P2acc3i NTR6 5.774
P2acc3j NTR6 5.774
P2acc3k NTR6 5.774
P2acc4 NTR6 5.825 resume increment
P2acc5 NTR6 5.871
P2acc6 NTR6 5.922
P2acc7 NTR6 6.412 range cal check
P2bkg2 NTR6 - support and chamber
Figure 26. Experimental set-up of the monostatic range accuracy measurements with
both a top view of the experiment layout in the AFIT RCS Range and photo of the
actual target scenario.
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3.4 Multistatic Localization Performance
The multistatic localization performance of the AFIT NoNET is assessed by evalu-
ating the imagery products of the system’s central fusion processing when the network
is comprised of widely distributed nodes. These series of experiments are designed
to demonstrate the 2-dimensional accuracy and resolution performance for a specific
node configuration while also exploring the impact of target types and locations in
the netted monostatic and multistatic radar imagery. The underlying constraint in
the design of the multistatic experiments is the total noise power within the limited
shared coverage area of the AFIT RCS range. Based on findings while performing
the multistatic calibration experiment in the system characterization, the azimuthal
directivity of the antenna only reduces the interference noise power between nodes
by 1-6 dB depending on the bistatic geometries. This limited directivity combined
with the basic 1/R2 power losses aid in suppressing the total noise power in the
environment to a manageable (via attenuation padding) level. Through a series of
preliminary tests, a 4-node network could be distributed within the chamber and
maintain linear operating power levels at each receiver.
When brought into a 2-dimensional coordinate system established within the
AFIT RCS chamber, the performance metrics of downrange and cross-range are best
understood relative to that system. Knowing that the performance results would be
highly dependent upon the distributed locations of the nodes, the scoping principle
of a single configuration of nodes with a variety of target positions is employed. Fur-
thermore, the non-uniformly distributed AFIT NoNET nodes with respect to target
positions within a shared coverage area is designed to provide a wide range of channel
resolutions and accuracies in each multistatic image. Diversely intersecting isorange
contours (both in terms of their signal strengths and geometry-dependent resolutions)
provide varying degrees of spatial orthogonality between channel responses. Their or-
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thogonality and associated monostatic and bistatic resolutions ultimately deliver the
performance bounds of cross-range accuracy and resolution, which are specific to the
given node-target geometries (as discussed in Section 2.4.1).
The corner reflectors were designed to provide highly directional backscatter re-
sponses for the monostatic experiments. Here, the rotationally symmetric cylinder
positioned vertically provides the wide specular scattering that is well suited for mul-
tistatic measurements in the horizontal plane of interest. To investigate the potential
gains associated with multistatic imaging of more complex targets, a missile shaped
target is used in the accuracy performance trials. Here, the impacts of the bistatic
RCS, including the effects of the bistatic channel’s forward scatter region are explored.
3.4.1 Downrange and Cross-Range Resolution Experiment.
The primary objective of this experiment is to assess the multistatic range and
cross-range resolution performance of the AFIT NoNET. In this series of experimental
trials, NTR1, NTR2, NTR3, and NTR6 (the four nodes with the most similar oper-
ating characteristics) function in a multistatic mode to produce 2-D imagery of three
vertically standing cylindrical targets, cylinder-1, cylinder-2, and cylinder-3.
Although the electrical circumference (that is, the scattering object’s dimension rela-
tive to the incident wavelength) is small for physical optics methods, the general RCS
hip- pocket formula is still a valid starting point for specular scattering approxima-
tions. The RCS of a singly curved surface like the cylinder is given by [27]
 ≈ 2rl
2
c
, (32)
where r is the radius of curvature and l is the length of the cylinder. Each has a
radius of 7.63 cm, with the backscatter RCS of the taller 1.727-m cylinder-1 be-
ing approximately 4.56 dBsm. The backscatter RCS of each of the shorter 1.525-m
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cylinder-2 and cylinder-3 target is approximately 3.48 dBsm. In close proximity
to one another and in their vertically standing orientation, three additional scatter-
ing mechanisms are expected to contribute to the cylinder’s actual RCS. Because
of the incident waves horizontal polarization a traveling wave will propagate along
the circumference of the cylinder launching additional RF energy into the bistatic
channels. With the circumference being on the order of the center wavelength, this
surface wave is expected to become a creeping wave and backscatter into the monos-
tatic channel, as well. The second additional scattering mechanism is the corner-like
multiple reflection area the cylinder makes with the ground. It will act similar to a
dihedral with a reduced affective area, but will also have bistatic scattering compo-
nents due to the curvature of the cylinder. Thirdly, multiple bounces between the
cylinders are expected to produce additional late scattering energy in the receivers.
Although the AFIT NoNET does not resolve these late scattering centers from the
initial specular returns, they generally increase the aggregate RCS of the target scene
and are expected to distort the accuracy and reduce the resolution of the localization
measurements.
As seen in Figure 27, the physical layout of the experiment begins with the cylin-
ders co-located near the center of the joint coverage area. The next 4 trials incre-
mentally displace the two shorter cylinders by approximately 30 cm, cylinder-2 in
the negative y direction and cylinder-3 in the positive x direction. Table 5 cap-
tures the corresponding test matrix. Analysis of the 2-D imagery, which is the data
fusion product of 16 multistatic channels, is used to assess the separation at which
the cylinders are resolved in range and cross-range in the image.
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Table 5. Multistatic measurements using NTR1, NTR2, NTR3, and NTR6 are taken
to assess the range and cross-range resolution of the AFIT NoNET. Target distances
are measured with respect to a local coordinate system within the AFIT RCS chamber
and taken with a laser ranging device with a measurement standard deviation of ± 0.39
cm.
Trial Systems cylinder-1 cylinder-2 cylinder-3 Comments
(x, y) [m] (x, y) [m] (x, y) [m]
P3bkg1 NTR1,2,3,6 - - - chamber
P3res1 NTR1,2,3,6 (2.716, 4.085) (2.870, 3.915) (2.894, 3.946)
P3res2 NTR1,2,3,6 (2.716, 4.085) (2.870, 3.411) (3.398, 3.946)
P3res3 NTR1,2,3,6 (2.716, 4.085) (2.870, 3.106) (3.703, 3.946)
P3res4 NTR1,2,3,6 (2.716, 4.085) (2.870, 2.802) (4.007, 3.946)
P3res5 NTR1,2,3,6 (2.716, 4.085) (2.870, 2.498) (4.311, 3.946)
P3bkg2 NTR1,2,3,6 - - - chamber
Figure 27. Experimental set-up of the multistatic resolution measurements, with both
a top view of the experiment layout in the AFIT RCS Range and photo of the actual
target scenario.
3.4.2 Downrange and Cross-Range Accuracy Experiment.
The primary objective of this experiment is to assess the multistatic range and
cross-range accuracy of the network of widely distributed noise radars. In this series
of experimental trials, NTR1, NTR2, NTR3 and NTR6 operate as a network of mul-
tistatic radar to produce 2-D imagery of the AFIT-missile target. Figure 28 shows
the physical layout of the experimental trials and Table 6 captures the corresponding
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test matrix.
Table 6. Multistatic experimental trials with nodes NTR1, NTR2, NTR3, and NTR6
used to assess the range and cross-range accuracy of the AFIT NoNET. Target locations
are measured with respect to a local coordinate system within the AFIT RCS chamber
and taken with a laser ranging device with a measurement standard deviation of ± 0.39
cm.
Trial Systems AFIT-missile (x, y) [m] Comments
P4bkg1 NTR1,2,3,6 - support and chamber
P4acc1 NTR1,2,3,6 (1.441, 2.862)
P4bkg2 NTR1,2,3,6 - support and chamber
P4acc2 NTR1,2,3,6 (1.976, 4.110)
P4bkg3 NTR1,2,3,6 - support and chamber
P4acc3 NTR1,2,3,6 (2.692, 4.110)
Figure 28. Experimental set-up of the multistatic localization accuracy measurements,
with both a top view of the experiment layout in the AFIT RCS Range and photo of
the actual target scenario using the foam-supported AFIT-missile.
3.5 Risk Reduction
In an effort to reduce some of the risk associated with these forms of measure-
ments, two likely sources of experimental error are identified for mitigation prior
to conducting the measurements. These potential sources of significant error are
the accuracy in target truth data and the interpretation error of the raw target re-
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sponse. To minimize the error in physically measuring target locations, the average
of three calibrated laser range finder measurements is computed for each trial, which
over the course of all experiments had a standard deviation of ±0.39 cm. Secondly,
the error associated with the interpretation of the raw radar data is mitigated by a
post-processing method that performs a target envelope peak detection, a topic that
introduces the analysis of results in Chapter IV.
3.6 Chapter Conclusion
An operating level characterization was performed, including RF front-end and
direct conversion noise and system response measurements, receiver input power and
range calibration procedures. In addition, the results of the characterization will
support the computations of theoretical performance predictions in the next chapter.
The implementation of monostatic and multistatic distributed and central signal and
data processing architectures were described - enabling accuracy and flexibility in the
radar operations required for subsequent performance measurements. Finally, designs
were presented for demonstrating and evaluating the single node and multistatic
localization accuracy and resolution capabilities of the system.
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IV. Analysis of Results
4.1 Chapter Overview
Using the theory presented in Chapter II and the results of the system characteri-
zation experiments in Chapter III, predictions of the theoretical range resolution and
range accuracy performance are computed. The comparative analysis is performed
with respect to those predicted accuracy and resolution performance metrics as each
set of experimental data collected in the AFIT RCS chamber is presented. A thorough
analysis begins with a clear understanding of some of the additional post-processing
developed for the system configurations, which allow more systematic and repeatable
evaluations. Additionally, the performance assessments in each section include anal-
ysis and discussion of any discrepancies with respect to the predicted performance.
The possible impacts that various forms of post-processing and calibration techniques
have on the overall system performance are also highlighted. The monostatic eval-
uation is based on standard accuracy and resolution criteria. Utilizing the imagery
analysis tools available in MatlabⓇ, a 2-D localization and resolution performance
assessment is conducted. Additionally, both a quantitative and qualitative compara-
tive analysis between multistatic and netted monostatic imagery is performed where
the impacts of target ghosting and late scattering phenomenon are assessed.
4.2 Monostatic Performance
4.2.1 Processing for Evaluation.
For each of the range accuracy and range resolution measurements, a data con-
ditioning tool implemented in MatlabⓇprovides a repeatable estimation process in
locating the peak of a target return. As seen in Figure 29, a digital envelope de-
tector filters the high frequency components (using a peak finding function) of the
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normalized response within the expected target region, smooths the target return
via a 300-point spline interpolation to systematically locate the target peak in a re-
sponse. In addition, two forms of the receiver output are analyzed. The first group is
a fully post-processed data set, which incorporates background subtraction to reduce
the impacts of the correlated stationary clutter in the measurement. The second is
post-processed without the clutter suppression implemented. Experimental results,
including descriptive examples of each type of post-processing are presented in the
next section.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 29. Features and post-processing evolution of the target response developed for
systematic target peak determination required for performance evaluations.
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4.2.2 Monostatic Range Resolution.
The system response results of the characterization experiment detailed in Sec-
tion 3.2.1 found the effective bandwidth of the signal to be 185 MHz. Using Equa-
tion (9) to solve for the theoretical range resolution, ΔR is predicted to be 81.0 cm.
The overall results of the range resolution experiment for each type of post-processing
are found in Table 7. Figure 30 shows four progressive plots capturing the downrange
monostatic target response as the two targets in the scene become resolvable.
As expected the range ambiguity theory of two targets unresolved in range is
demonstrated in Figures 31(a) and 31(b), where dihedral-1 and dihedral-2 are only
separated downrange first by 27.6, then by 78.5 cm. As the position of dihedral-2
is incremented in range, the point at which a half-power resolution (with respect to
truth data) is obtained at 87.2(±0.8) cm and is shown in Figure 31(c). Figure 31(d)
then shows a subsequent measurement, when the targets are fully resolved to the
noise floor. When background subtraction is not implemented in the post-processing,
similar results are measured, but indicate only a slight degradation in resolution
performance as seen in Table 7 data. The selected trials in Figure 31 display the
same trend with respect to target separation, resulting in a half-power resolution of
92.7 cm without the clutter suppression.
For the measurements obtained using the clutter suppression, the actual distance
at which resolution of the two targets is attained is the res8 trial at a 87.2(±0.8)
cm separation. Because a discrete step size is used in the experimental trials, the
actual truth-based resolution uncertainty inherits the step size and associated truth
data measurement uncertainty as its limiting source of uncertainty, that is 5.1(±0.8)
cm. Therefore, the experimentally measured range resolution of the monostatic AFIT
NoNET is assessed to be 87.2(±5.9) cm. This is only 6.2 cm larger (just outside the
±5.9 cm uncertainty in the measurement) than the theoretical range resolution of
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Table 7. Monostatic AFIT NoNET range resolution measurement results for both
the clutter suppressed measurement, MEAS∗, and the non-clutter-suppressed response
measurement, MEAS. As seen in the result columns, the data post-processing identifies
peaks that are resolved by at least half power. The target location truth data repre-
sents the average of several measurements per location taken with a calibrated laser
ranging device accurate to ±0.39 cm (based on its average standard deviation across all
measurements).
Run dihedral-1 dihedral-2 MEAS∗ [m] MEAS [m]
[m] [m] 1st peak 2nd peak 1st peak 2nd peak
res1 5.282 5.291 5.252 5.309
res2 5.282 5.445 5.408 5.394
res3 5.282 5.558 5.511 5.538
res4 5.282 5.761 5.324 5.462
res5 5.282 5.881 5.776 5.766
res6 5.282 6.067 6.051 5.650
res7 5.282 6.103 6.165 5.689
res8 5.282 6.154 5.214 6.193 6.172
res9 5.282 6.209 5.270 6.179 5.382 6.145
res10 5.282 6.332 5.177 6.371 5.617 6.350
res11 5.282 6.462 5.229 6.518 5.422 6.482
res12 5.282 6.686 5.230 6.514 5.367 6.524
res13 5.282 6.726 5.187 6.734 5.513 6.718
81.0 cm. As developed in Chapter II, the theoretical prediction is expected to be a
performance lower bound in resolution, so this larger measured resolution is expected.
When not performing the background subtraction the measured resolution is
98.9(±6.3) cm. There are two likely reasons for the reduced resolution when the
clutter suppression processing is not employed. The first is the reduced SNR (where
the mean noise power is inclusive of clutter, interference, and noise) which reduces
the accuracy of the measurements. In addition, the resolved clutter that exists within
the ranges of interest impacts the shaping of the target envelopes and peak location
estimation. More importantly, clutter could be co-located with the range sidelobes
between the target responses, adding to their apparent power and reducing the target
resolvability.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 30. Monostatic range resolution results without clutter suppression when
dihedral-1 and dihedral-2 are separated by a true distance of (a) 27.6(±0.8) cm when
the skirts of their main peaks still combine with enough power to maintain a single
smooth peak, (b) 78.5(±0.8) cm and prior to being resolved, (c) 87.2(±0.8) cm at the
point of being resolved with respect to the half-power criteria, and (d) 92.7(±0.8) cm
demonstrating fully resolved targets.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 31. Sample monostatic range resolution results with clutter suppression disabled
and dihedral-1 and dihedral-2 are separated by (a) 27.6(±0.8) cm where both of their
main peak skirts still combine with enough energy to maintain an apparent single
smooth peak, (b) 78.5(±0.8) cm and prior to being resolved, (c) 92.7(±0.8) cm at the
point of being resolved with respect to the half-power criteria, and (d) 1.404(±0.8) m
fully resolved and showing a potential false target due to ground bounce multipath
from dihedral-1.
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4.2.3 Monostatic Range Accuracy.
Predicted monostatic range accuracy of the noise radar is based on the estimate
of the Cramér-Rao Lower Bound developed in Chapter II. The results of the system
characterization experiments for effective 3-dB bandwidth (B = 185 MHz) is used
to compute a Brms = 1.81B = 335 MHz. This Brms and the calculated SNR of the
calibrated target response of 19.0 dB are used to solve for the inequality expressed in
Equation (19). The theoretical lower bound of the standard deviation in time delay
error,  , is predicted to be 0.302 ns.
The overall results for the two processing conditions are presented in Table 8.
The results are consistent with the expected uncertainty present in radar range mea-
surements, demonstrated by the existence of random-like error in the measurements.
Of great interest is a comparison with the predicted lower bound of the range accu-
racy. It is found that the standard deviation of the measurement error satisfies the
CRLB-derived inequality given by Equation (17). Figure 32 is a graph of the acc3
measurements from Table 8 converted to the measured time delay, where the standard
deviation of time delay error,  , is found to be 0.319 ns (or 4.78 cm). For direct
comparison of the predicted vs measured accuracy performance, the graph shows the
measured data statistics plotted along with the measurement truth data and CRLB
predicted time delay error. Furthermore, a negative (early) mean error bias of -37 ps
(or -0.55 cm) is measured. When not utilizing the clutter suppression,  of the mea-
sured data is 0.453 ns (or 6.79 cm), and shows a positive mean error bias of +0.422
ns (or +6.32 cm). Several examples of the monostatic range accuracy measurements
are shown in Figure 33.
As discussed in the range accuracy theory of Chapter II, derivation of the CRLB-
based estimate assumes the radar an unbiased estimator. The impact of any bias
not removed in the system calibrations or introduced in the post-processing results
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Table 8. Monostatic range accuracy measurement results for both the post-processed
(clutter suppression and peak detection) measurement, MEAS∗, and the measured
peak detection without background subtraction, MEAS. The target location truth data
represents the average of three measurements per trial taken with a calibrated laser
ranging device accurate to ±0.39 cm (based on its average standard deviation across all
measurements)
Run dihedral-1 [m] MEAS∗ [m] MEAS [m]
acc1 5.674 5.678 5.753
acc2 5.723 5.754 5.801
acc3a 5.774 5.757 5.701
acc3b 5.774 5.746 5.701
acc3c 5.774 5.831 5.706
acc3d 5.774 5.752 5.685
acc3e 5.774 5.773 5.712
acc3f 5.774 5.790 5.712
acc3g 5.774 5.724 5.702
acc3ℎ 5.774 5.781 5.701
acc3i 5.774 5.796 5.764
acc3j 5.774 5.662 5.681
acc3k 5.774 5.841 5.755
acc4 5.825 5.860 5.821
acc5 5.871 5.830 5.807
acc6 5.922 5.924 5.925
acc7 6.412 6.398 6.437
in a reduction in range accuracy relative to the CRLB. As previously mentioned,
analysis of the co-range measurements 3a-3k reveal some error bias in the measure-
ments. Whether the measured bias is a true bias is not certain. The laser ranging
measurement used as the experimental truth data has a ±0.39 cm uncertainty in its
measurements, which is less than the measured mean error of 0.55 cm. Therefore,
this assessed bias is likely a true system bias that has not been adequately calibrated
out. Another assumption made when forming the CRLB estimate, and one that
is contributing to the larger measured accuracy error, is the Brms estimate. The as-
sumption is made that the shape of the spectrum is rectangular (that is, band-limited
and having uniform power spectral density within its occupied bandwidth). The non-
uniformly filled spectrum of the received signal results in the true Brms being less than
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Figure 32. Plot of the range accuracy results of the acc3 trials presented in time delay
units. Included for comparison, the error bars show the measured and CRLB-predicted
standard deviations of the time delay error. Though not shown in the figure, the truth
data gathered with the laser ranging devise has an experimentally computed standard
deviation of ±0.39 cm (or 0.03 ns in time delay units).
that used in the theoretical computation, which would produce an optimistic accu-
racy prediction. But these less than ideal parameters can be expected in real-world
systems and validate the lower bounded quality of the analytic prediction.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 33. Several range accuracy results of monostatic measurements using with
clutter suppression post-processing and test target dihedral-1 downrange at (a) 5.674
m, (b) 5.774 m, and (c) 6.412 m (each with a ±0.39 cm standard deviation).
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 34. Range accuracy monostatic measurements using NTR3 with clutter sup-
pression and test target dihedral-1 downrange at (a)5.674 m, (b) 5.774 m, and (c) 6.412
m (each with a ±0.39 cm standard deviation).
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4.3 Multistatic Performance
The results of the multistatic experiments are evaluated to assess the 2-dimensional
localization performance of the AFIT NoNET when operating with four radar nodes.
Post-processing, including clutter suppression via background subtraction and digital
envelope filtering, is implemented on the data for each individual multistatic chan-
nel prior to converting the downrange profile to the referenced 2-D coordinate plane
formed by the AFIT RCS chamber. Using the geometry computations presented in
Chapter II and knowledge of each node’s position, the multistatic isorange response
is mapped into the chamber coordinate plane at the central processor, translating
and rotating each channel’s isorange contours as necessary. An example of the ar-
ray of 2-dimensional images formed from each discrete channel is seen in Figure 35.
The multilateration image fusion technique invokes the linear combination function
available as part of the Image Processing ToolboxTM in MatlabⓇR2009a. In terms
of imagery processing, no compensations are made for the propagation 1/R4 power
density loss in the radar measurements. While future studies may investigate possible
advantages in this form of balancing, the natural weighting that these losses provide
may be beneficial. Simply stated, the shorter range channels will tend to have higher
available SNR, and therefore the more accurate measurements will weigh into the
image with more intensity. Therefore, the full multistatic image product consists of
a linear combination of the 4 monostatic images and 12 bistatic images. To compare
the results to another common form of distributed radar systems, results are also
presented for the netted monostatic response, where only the 4 monostatic channels
are linearly combined to form the image product. To be clear, the same data collected
from each trial is being processed in two different capacities - the multistatic central
processing fuses the additional bistatic channels with the monostatic channels (those
being used by the netted monostatic processing).
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Figure 35. An example array of the discrete images showing each of the available 16
multistatic channels prior to central processing fusion. Target locations are represented
by white circles.
Tools for locating nearest maximum pixel intensities to a specified target location
and basic image thresholding performed with colormap scaling are also available in
the MatlabⓇtoolbox. These are used to objectively assess the performance of target
estimation metrics in the multistatic and netted monostatic images. Because non
point-like targets are used in this series of experiments coupled with the image fusion
from diverse aspects, a simplification in determining truth target location is required.
A single pixel is identified as a target’s center of mass and all error measurements are
assessed with respect to that pixel.
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Finally, an important distinction must be reiterated before assessing the results.
Distributed estimation represents a separate class of measurement objectives than
distributed detection [8]. The core principle of detection theory, which focuses on
maximizing signal-to-noise ratio at various stages of processing for a final decision
regarding target presence, is greatly concerned with energy on target and energy
received with respect to mean noise energy. Distributed estimation, which is the focus
of this research, assumes the target is detected and is concerned with target parameter
estimation. Therefore, analysis only includes general observations regarding target
detection, the issues of potential target ghosts (false targets), and power levels in the
imagery. Certain aspects of the localization performance assessments that account
for power, like half-power resolution criteria, are assessed.
4.3.1 Assessment of Range and Cross-Range Resolution.
The series of multistatic images seen in Figures 36-40 demonstrate the target
resolution capabilities of the AFIT NoNET and are used to assess the range and
cross-range resolution performance of the configuration. For a comparative analysis,
the corresponding netted monostatic imagery is also shown for each trial.
For each type of processing in this series of resolution-focused trials, the imagery
products are displayed with an intentionally dynamic colormap power scale using the
built-in caxis functions in MatlabⓇ. In general, implementing a continuous false
alarm rate (CFAR) algorithm in the image fusion processing (a candidate for future
research in AFIT NoNET distributed detection) would allow a more dynamic thresh-
olding, and therefore impact the resolution assessment. Here, the dynamic scaling is
used to aid in assessing the half-power target resolution criteria. The maximum of
the scale is set by the highest power level and the minimum set by an estimate of the
average noise floor for that image (a basic CFAR-like post-processing).
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Based on a strict half-power resolution criteria, downrange discrimination between
cylinder-1 and cylinder-2 does not occur until Trial 5 for both the multistatic and
netted monostatic processing, where the targets are separated by approximately 1.45
m. Cross-range discrimination is only attained with the netted monostatic configu-
ration during Trial 4, when cylinder-1 and cylinder-3 are separated by approx-
imately 1.29 m. Although obvious multiple target peaks exist and are clearly dis-
cernible in the imagery, the multistatic configuration does not achieve a cross-range
resolution of cylinder-1 and cylinder-3 as defined by the half-power criteria. If a
more robust CFAR algorithm were implemented, or simply an intelligent qualitative
assessment of the imagery, the targets are discernible for the multistatic processing in
Trial 4. This pertains to a cross-range resolution of approximately 1.29 m, like that
of the netted monostatic.
There are several possible reasons for this outcome, all of which pertain to the
design of the experiment. As was expected, the complex multi-target scene creates a
variety of scattering mechanisms that prove quite dynamic through the progression
of the trials. The sheet metal ducts used as the target cylinders are not perfectly
cylindrical, nor could they be made to stand in the same vertical plane for each trial.
Additionally, the simultaneous repositioning of cylinder-2 and cylinder-3 create
a dynamic target scene that appears to bring the backscatter and forward scattering
components in and out of neighboring target channels, while late scattering mech-
anisms form target ghosts in several instances. Another reason for not obtaining a
half-power depth of resolution may simply be a SNR issue. At such large wavelengths
and being horizontally polarized, the RCS predictions may be overly optimistic for
these cylinder diameters. This would further explain some of low power levels mea-
sured in several of the trials, which make the half-power depth of resolution criteria
difficult to attain.
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Possible improvements to the resolution performance experiments would be the
use of the chamber’s string system for hanging target spheres and performing the
downrange and cross-range experiments independently. Finally, the test scenario
could be staged to have sets of perfectly orthogonal aspect angles with respect to the
target to insure earliest possible target discrimination. However, that ideal case was
intentionally avoided to create a more realistic engagement.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 36. Experiment P3res1 (Trial 1) imagery products of the (a) multistatic and
(b) netted monostatic measurements used to assess the range and cross-range accuracy
of the AFIT NoNET. The locations (but not sizes) of the three cylinder targets are
represented by the white circles and the radar nodes by black circles.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 37. Experiment P3res2 (Trial 2) imagery products of the (a) multistatic and (b)
netted monostatic measurements used to assess the range and cross-range accuracy of
the AFIT NoNET.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 38. Experiment P3res3 (Trial 3) imagery products of the (a) multistatic and (b)
netted monostatic measurements used to assess the range and cross-range accuracy of
the AFIT NoNET.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 39. Experiment P3res4 (Trial 4) imagery products of the (a) multistatic and (b)
netted monostatic measurements used to assess the range and cross-range accuracy of
the AFIT NoNET.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 40. Experiment P3res5 (Trial 5) imagery products of the (a) multistatic and (b)
netted monostatic measurements used to assess the range and cross-range accuracy of
the AFIT NoNET.
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4.3.2 Assessment of Range and Cross-Range Accuracy.
The imagery products of the 2-dimensional localization accuracy measurements
are used to gather the downrange, cross-range, and distance error for each experi-
mental trial. The multistatic images seen in Figures 41-43 are used to assess the the
range and cross-range accuracy of the AFIT NoNET. Again, for direct comparison in
each scenario the corresponding netted monostatic images are shown, as well.
For each type of processing in this series of accuracy-focused trials, the imagery
products are displayed with a colormap scale minimum threshold of 0.7 of the imagery
peak as emulation of a detection CFAR algorithm. The corresponding results of this
series of tests are listed in Table 9. The resulting error statistics are computed for each
of the types of measurements. As expected some of the previously described scattering
phenomenon, like the multipath ground plane effect, appear in the imagery. The first
trial is an obvious outlier for the netted monostatic processing, where a combination
of two factors are assessed as skewing the results. First, the strong target ghost in
Figure 41(b) at approximately (0.8, 3.3) is the product of the late scattered energy
observed in both of the nearby monostatic channels, especially node 2 (as seen in
Figure 44). This is assessed as a possible ground plane effect ghost target, based on
the indirect path lengths for a 1.37-m target height and 1.21-m antenna heights at a
range of only 2.90 m. The second problem with this particular measurement was the
anomalous missed target estimation by node 3. This lack of data in one channel and
strong, but late scattering information in two other channels skewed the fused target
energy of the true target, which caused the large errors in the localization.
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Table 9. Multistatic and Netted Monostatic measurement results are used to assess the
downrange and cross-range accuracy of the system. The localization error is measured
with respect to the pixel identified as the target’s center of mass for each run. Only
the local peak with the greatest magnitude is considered in the assessment. The target
location truth data represents the average of three measurements per trial taken with
a calibrated laser ranging device accurate to ±0.39 cm (based on its average standard
deviation across all measurements)
Target Measured Peak Component Error ∣Error∣
Multistatic (x, y) [m] (x, y) [m] power [mW] (Δx,Δy) [cm] [cm]
P4acc1 (1.45, 2.85) (1.45, 2.85) 45.8 (−10,−5) 11
P4acc2 (2.00, 4.15) (2.00, 4.10) 45.2 (0,−5) 5
P4acc3 (2.70, 4.15) (2.60, 4.20) 39.5 (−5, 5) 7
mean error (−5,−1.7) 7.7
std error (5, 5.8) 3.1
Netted Mono. (x, y) [m] (x, y) [m] power [mW] (Δx,Δy) [cm] [cm]
P4acc1 (1.45, 2.85) (1.45, 2.85) 10.5 (−50, 45) 67
P4acc2 (2.00, 4.15) (2.05, 4.10) 9.7 (5, 0) 5
P4acc3 (2.70, 4.15) (2.65, 4.05) 8.6 (−5,−10) 11
mean error (−16.7, 11.7) 27.7
std error (29.3, 23.6) 34.2
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(a)
(b)
Figure 41. Imagery products of the first trial of (a) multistatic and (b) netted mono-
static measurements used to assess the range and cross-range accuracy of the AFIT
NoNET. The center of mass of the AFIT-missile target location is represented by the
white circle at (1.441, 2.862). AFIT NoNET nodes are represented by the black circles.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 42. Imagery products of the second trial of (a) multistatic and (b) netted
monostatic measurements used to assess the range and cross-range accuracy of the
AFIT NoNET. The center of mass of the AFIT-missile target location is represented
by the white circle at (1.976, 4.110). AFIT NoNET nodes are represented by the black
circles.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 43. Imagery products of the third trial of (a) multistatic and (b) netted mono-
static measurements used to assess the range and cross-range accuracy of the AFIT
NoNET. The center of mass of the AFIT-missile target location is represented by the
white circle at (2.692, 4.110). AFIT NoNET nodes are represented by the black circles.
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Figure 44. The discrete images of the first trial in the multistatic accuracy experiment
using the AFIT-missile show each of the available 16 multistatic channels prior to central
processing fusion. Of interest is the late scattering energy in Monostatic Nodes 1 and
2, and the anomalous miss by Monostatic Node 3. Some bistatic channels contribute
negatively, for example channel 3-4, but are effectively averaged out when 16 channels
are fused in the final multistatic image seen in Figure 41(a).
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4.4 Chapter Conclusion
The overall localization performance evaluations of both the monostatic and mul-
tistatic system configurations were conducted. The results of the measured range
resolution and range accuracy of the monostatic evaluations agreed well with the the-
oretical performance predictions. The results of the multistatic experiments demon-
strated the additional 2-dimensional localization accuracy in cross-range, as well as
strong indicators of the cross-range resolution potential of the AFIT NoNET design.
Possible sources of error in the multistatic resolution experiment were identified for
improvement. Similarly, specific observations in the discrete channel imagery were
used to assess the significant sources of measurement error in the netted monos-
tatic accuracy results. Overall, the findings demonstrate the tremendous localization
performance of the AFIT NoNET and the advantages of exploiting all available mul-
tistatic channels as compared to a netted monostatic configuration.
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V. Conclusions
5.1 Chapter Overview
To see, yet not be seen - a skill as old as war. The problem of delivering accurate,
target discriminating imagery with a simple, covert, distributed sensor architecture
has been undertaken with a multistatic ultrawideband random noise radar design.
After a review of the basic research propositions, key findings and implications are
drawn from the results with a look toward possible future system upgrades and re-
search topics.
5.2 Review of Objectives and Methodology
The primary goal of this research was to advance the corporate knowledge of and
the architecture for a distributed sensing network of ultrawideband random noise
(UWB-RN) radars capable of forming high resolution target scene imagery. At a top
level, the plan was to characterize node parameters, predict and measure the monos-
tatic range resolution and accuracy performance, design, implement and demonstrate
a multistatic capability, and finally, measure the localization performance of that
multistatic solution. A brief review of the methodology expounds the details in ex-
ecuting the research plan. The research began by establishing a firm foundation
on the UWB-RN radar transmitter, receiver, and multistatic theory. System design
and development required discovery of the key system characteristics. This system
level characterization was used to verify theoretical assumptions, make realistic per-
formance predictions, and design subsequent performance experiments. Several core
software developments were undertaken, specific to meeting the objectives of multi-
static operation, system calibrations, and performance analysis. A suite of deployable
and central processing software modules were the key enablers in integrating the sys-
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tem of systems, proving the feasibility of multistatic operations, and conducting the
experimental trials. In addition to the core multistatic control and processing func-
tions, calibration routines and quick-look/system health tools were implemented as
required to carry-out the performance experiments. Finally, post-processing and im-
agery analysis tools are developed to objectively evaluate the range and cross range
accuracy and resolutions measured in the experiments. Four sets of performance
experiments were conducted to demonstrate and assess the target estimation capa-
bilities of the various system configurations. The localization performance metrics of
interest consisted of target resolution and accuracy for 1) the single node monostatic
range measurement, and 2) the multistatic downrange and cross-range performance
metrics.
5.3 Results and Contributions
The primary objectives of developing and evaluating the multistatic AFIT noise
network (NoNET) were achieved by successfully demonstrating and assessing the tar-
get localization accuracy and resolution of both the system and system of systems.
The major contribution of this research is the successful collection, multistatic pro-
cessing and central fusion of all 16 available signal channels. It represents a first-ever
distributed sensing capability using a network of active UWB-RN radars, specifically
designed to exploit the bistatic channels of the system. This leap in demonstrated
noise sensor technology essentially squares the available information for more ac-
curate, higher resolution imagery. Additional contributions include the integration
and evaluation of distributed signal and data processing software modules that allow
direct memory access to the signal data at each node. The AFIT NoNET central
controller and data processing architecture can now command the entire cluster of
widely deployed radar nodes all via a single MatlabⓇcommand window. Finally,
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the detailed theoretical underpinnings, system operating level characterization, and
performance assessment provides a benchmark for all future system enhancements
and research into advanced AFIT NoNET applications.
5.4 Future Work
Numerous system improvements and possible future research topics exist in this
broad study of noise radar technology. Some proposals stem from observations made
during the system development, integration and experiments, while others come from
interesting concepts discovered while researching the available technical literature.
Suggested future research in the area of UWB-RN radar includes:
∙ Feasibility and benefits of multistatic UWB-RN radar for through-the-wall,
through-the-roof, ground penetration, or foliage penetration missions
∙ SIMO and Passive bistatic radar using noise sources of opportunity
∙ Modeling and simulation of the AFIT NoNET system
∙ Evaluation of multistatic clutter characteristics [10]
∙ Research on the forward-scatter pattern of UWB-RN waveform for a variety of
both simple and complex objects [19]
∙ Explore the existence of and any potential in resonance enhancements when the
incident wave is UWB-RN [55]
∙ Explore developments as a multi-role system, where receivers are available for
SIGINT/ELINT, transmitters available for wideband communications jamming,
or simply passive radar modes
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∙ Model the aggregate survivability advantage of UWB-RN and multistatic LPI
features (possibly a joint effort with ops research modelers).
5.4.1 System Hardware Improvements.
∙ Enhancement of the ultrawideband antennas (possibly with a Vivaldi or patch
array design) for a more uniform response and broader effective bandwidth of
the emitted and received noise power spectral density
∙ Integrating voltage-controlled variable attenuators in the RF front-end. This
will insure maximization of the dynamic range of the direct-conversion design
and allow greater flexibility in distributing and calibrating the system.
∙ Addition of an embedded processor (or even manual switching) in the RF mod-
ule for independent power control of transmitter and receiver chains for
∙ Active noise cancellation by using transmit chain bleed with controllable am-
plitude and delay to cancel spillover and other close-in clutter [45]
∙ Explore sub-Nyquist sampling and possible foldover techniques into clear spec-
tral regions to increase effective bandwidth
∙ Broaden high end of spectrum and mix the transmit replica and receive signals
down, exploiting the full usable 750 MHz Nyquist bandwidth of the A/D
∙ Reduce the ERP (which is limiting the A/D dynamic range due to spillover)
and spread the noise power spectral density even wider to improve resolution
and SNR
∙ Integrate GPS receivers for more accurate calibration and test when using
widely distributed nodes; potentially use GPS timing for local software trig-
ger
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5.4.2 System Software Improvements.
∙ Acquire license and re-architect with MatlabⓇDistributed Processing Server
for wireless cluster form a shared workspace
∙ Design digital filters based on system transfer function to better shape the
digital replica - providing greater cross-power spectral density (i.e. correlation)
∙ Integrate CUDA’s Graphics Processor APIs as an available ’lab’ in the dis-
tributed digital signal processing schedule
∙ Develop means of maintaining synchronized laptop clocks or proper scheduling
algorithms for nanosecond accuracy in multistatic software triggering [59]
∙ Improve latencies associated with current image processing routines, including
the elliptic transformation gridding, isorange contour translations and required
rotations.
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Appendix A. MatlabⓇ Scripts
The operational code requires each node to have MatlabⓇversion 2008a or later,
Microsoft .NET Framework 3.0 or later, and the A/D board’s dynamic library, AL-
NET.dll must be installed locally on the laptop. Network capability (cable or wire-
less) with a shared network accessible folder is also required for netted-monostatic,
bistatic or multistatic operations. The distributed and central MatlabⓇfunctions
utilize system I/O event listener functions for commanding remotely, and for ba-
sic save commands used in the inter-node communication (which could be improved
with the MatlabⓇDistributed Processing Server and associated job manager func-
tionality). After making all other system connections at each node and insuring all
nodes in the cluster are visible on the network (either ad hoc or shared access point),
start MatlabⓇat each node and insure the appropriate local root directory is se-
lected. At each node, call enable atnode() and at the cluster head (central processor)
call enable atcentral(). At the cluster head, make all node assignments in each ntr*
data structure as seen in Figure 45 (defaults are stored in the Node Config folder
as ntrs.mat). From the cluster head’s command line, call init node() for each node
in the cluster (such as init node(ntr2);init node(ntr3)). This sends node assignments
and remotely invokes the board init() distributed function. The nodes are now set
for taking a measurement based on the mode and mode parameters of each ntr data
structure. Call multi capture() and include an input string to specify which node
numbers (assigned in the ntr data structure as ntr.num) are desired in the multi-
static measurement. For example, calling multi capture(0,1,1,0,0,0) at the cluster
head command line will only use nodes 2 and 3 in the measurement. Once all data
is available at the cluster head, load and process is automatically called to compute
the multistatic solution. Resulting data is stored in the Final Results folder at the
cluster head. The ntr data structure also identifies which types of displays should
106
automatically be produced with the measurement.
Figure 45. Example of the MatlabⓇ node assignment data structure.
Listing A.1. Distributed function to enable node’s remote system I/O
1 %% enable atnode
%Enables node f o r system . IO event hand le r s
%Bui lds l o c a l f o l d e r s e t in C:∖ Users ∖Publ ic ∖
% INPUTS:
% None
6 % OUTPUTS:
% g l o b a l v a r i a b l e s − i n i t f l a g s e t t rue
% arm f lag s e t t rue
%
%Maj Matthew Nelms (10M/ENG2)
11
g l o b a l i n i t f l a g arm f lag
i n i t f l a g =1;
arm f lag =1;
addpath ( ’C:\ Users\Public ’ )
16 addpath ( ’C:\ Users\Public\Multi_mfiles\m_support ’ )
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i f ˜ e x i s t ( ’C:\ Users\Public\Init’ , ’dir’ ) ; mkdir ( ’C:\ Users\Public ’ , ’Init’ ) ; end
i f ˜ e x i s t ( ’C:\ Users\Public\Arm’ , ’dir’ ) ; mkdir ( ’C:\ Users\Public ’ , ’Arm’ ) ; end
%% I n i t i a t e event handler that watches f o r remote b o a r d i n i t
i n i tnode = ’C:\ Users\Public\Init’ ;
21 f i l e O b j i n i t = System . IO . FileSystemWatcher ( i n i tnode ) ;
f i l e O b j i n i t . F i l t e r = ’*.mat’ ;
f i l e O b j i n i t . EnableRais ingEvents = true ;
a d d l i s t e n e r ( f i l e O b j i n i t , ’Changed ’ , @eventhandlerChangedInit ) ;
%% I n i t i a t e event handler that watches f o r ”Arming ” ; arming a f t e r new board i n i t
26 armnode = ’C:\ Users\Public\Arm’ ;
f i l eOb j a rm = System . IO . FileSystemWatcher ( armnode ) ;
f i l eOb j a rm . F i l t e r = ’*.mat’ ;
f i l eOb j a rm . EnableRais ingEvents = true ;
a d d l i s t e n e r ( f i l eObj arm , ’Changed ’ , @eventhandlerChangedArm ) ;
31 %% I n i t i a t e event handler that watches f o r ”ReArming ” ; a l l ows rearming w/o board ...
i n i t
rearmnode = ’C:\ Users\Public\Arm’ ; %c o n s o l i da t e d arm in to 1 f o l d e r , but uses . txt
f i l eO b j r ea rm = System . IO . FileSystemWatcher ( rearmnode ) ;
f i l eO b j r ea rm . F i l t e r = ’*.txt’ ;
f i l eO b j r ea rm . EnableRais ingEvents = true ;
36 a d d l i s t e n e r ( f i l eObj r ea rm , ’Changed ’ , @eventhandlerChangedReArm ) ;
Listing A.2. Distributed function that initializes node Acquisition Board settings based
on assignment
f unc t i on [ objAcq , objBoard ]= b o a r d i n i t
%% b o a r d i n i t
%Loads node ass ignments from I n i t / node con f i g . mat which i s be ing ”watched”
4 %Loads .NET assembly and c r e a t e s c l a s s o b j e c t s to get and s e t board c o n f i g
%Sets a l l o ther a c q u i s i t i o n parameters
% INPUTS:
% None
% OUTPUTS:
9 % objAcq − acq c l a s s ob j e c t used to run assembly methods in take capture
% objBoard − board ’ ’
% g l o b a l v a r i a b l e s − th i s node ( data s t r u c t u r e loaded from node con f i g )
% objut ( uses l o c a l system time f o r timestamping )
% f s
14 % NumTrigs ( a l t e r e d & used ; l a t e r used in take capture )
% xcWin ( growth var to de lay rx channel captures
% to (1 ) remove i n i t i a l rx chain EM path length
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% from rx waveform ( wasted c o r r e l a t i o n ) or
% (2) move range fov out f o r l onge r ranges
19 %
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g l o b a l th i s node objut f s NumTrigs xcWin
24 load ( ’C:\ Users\Public\Init\node_config.mat’ ) %get th i s node c o n f i g data s t r u c t
objut=System . DateTime ;
HW version=th i s node . ntr %( was ”AFIT−” or ”LORE−”(64 or 32 b i t ) ; now j u s t ”...
NoNET NTR#”
29 f s=th i s node . f s ; % GSa/ s
NumTrigs=th i s node . NumTrigs ;
xcWin=th i s node . xcWin ;
thresh=th i s node . BNCthresh ; % mV
h o l d o f f =1; % us − time between v i r t u a l t r i g g e r s o f m u l t i t r i g
34 %% Load .NET Assembly and Create Class o b j e c t s
i f ˜ isempty ( ’objBoard ’ )
NET. addAssembly ( ’C:\ Users\Public\Support\ALNet2.dll’ )
pause (1 )
objBoard = nsAcqLog . nsAPI .AL8xGT(0 ,2 , t rue ) ;
39 objAcq=nsAcqLog . nsAPI . AcqParams AL8xGT ( ) ;
objCP = nsAcqLog . nsAPI . ChanParams AL8xGT ( ) ;
objFreq=nsAcqLog . nsAPI . Frequency ;
ob jVo l t s=nsAcqLog . nsAPI . Voltage ;
ob jVo l t s .mV=2000;
44 objCP . InputRange=objVo l t s ; %g l i t c h : i sn ’ t s e t t i n g board ’ s input range
objAcq . NumberOfResultsToAverage=1; %g l i t c h : needs to be s e t to one f o r normal op
end
%% I n i t i a l i z e Remaining Capture Parameters
49 % Set both channels ’ sampling ra t e
objFreq .GHz=f s ; %note : can i n t e r p to c r e a t e f s up to 6 GSa/ s / channel
objAcq . SampleRate=objFreq ;
%objAcq . NumSamples=??? %g l i t c h : board always c o l l e c t s 1us / channel / t r i g g e r
% Set Tr igger Mode cond i t i oned on t r i g g e r i n g r o l e in c l u s t e r
54 i f t h i s node . c l u s t e r h e a d ∣ ∣ strcmp ( th i s node . mode , ’netted -monostatic ’ )
objAcq . TriggerMode=nsAcqLog . nsAPI . eTriggerMode . Software ;
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e l s e
objAcq . TriggerMode=nsAcqLog . nsAPI . eTriggerMode .BNC;
objAcq . TrigMode %d i sp l ay t r i g g e r mode
59 ob jVo l t s .mV=thresh ;
objAcq . BNCThreshold=objVo l t s ;
objAcq . BNCThreshold %d i sp l a y BNC thre sho ld value
end
NumTrigs=NumTrigs+1; %g l i t c h : l a s t waveform always has ext ra 2 pts ; DSP i g n o r e s ...
l a s t
64 objAcq . MultiTriggerCount=NumTrigs ; %enable and s e t m u l t i t r i g g e r parameter
objAcq . Mul t iTr igge rHo ldo f f . us=h o l d o f f ;
Listing A.3. Distributed function that arms node performs monostatic DSP and
datalinks raw and processed data to cluster head
f unc t i on take capture ( )
%% take capture
% Performs waveform a c q u i s i t i o n f o r both board channe l s
4 % Performs primary d i s t r i b u t e d DSP and post p r o c e s s i n g
% INPUTS:
% None der ived from sto r ed node assignment
% OUTPUTS:
% None
9 %
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g l o b a l objAcq objBoard objut f s NumTrigs xcWin th i s node xc bkg
14 c =299792458; %m/ s
i f ˜ isempty ( th i s node . mode param1 ) ; param=th i s node . mode param1 ; e l s e param=1; end
t1=t i c ;
f o r cd=1:param
19 %% C o l l e c t waveforms
i f strcmp ( th i s node . c l u s t e r head , th i s node . ntr )
pause ( 1 . 5 )
objBoard . S t a r t C o l l e c t i o n ( objAcq , NumTrigs ) ;
objBoard . I s sueSo f twareTr i gge r ( ) ;
24 toc ( t1 )
pause ( . 0 1 )
r=objBoard . Col lectFreeRunning ( NumTrigs ) ; %DMA c a l l
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objBoard . S topCo l l e c t i on ( ) ;
th i s node . time stamp=ToFileTime ( objut .Now) ;
29 e l s e %arm , wait f o r e x t e r n a l t r i g g e r s and capture data
objBoard . S t a r t C o l l e c t i o n ( objAcq , NumTrigs ) ;
time1=c lock ;
time2=c lock ;
whi l e ( etime ( time2 , time1 )<15) %loop u n t i l a l l t r i g s c o l l e c t e d or 15 s timeout
34 i f objBoard . TriggerCount>=NumTrigs
r=objBoard . Col lectFreeRunning ( NumTrigs ) ; %DMA c a l l
break
end
time2=c lock ;
39 end
objBoard . S topCo l l e c t i on ( ) ;
th i s node . time stamp=ToFileTime ( objut .Now) ;
d i sp ( [ num2str ( objBoard . TriggerCount ) , ’ triggers; all waveforms collected ’ ] )
end
44 toc ( t1 )
%% Perform s i g n a l c o n d i t i o n i n g and Monostatic DSP
i f e x i s t ( ’r’ , ’var’ )
rnewa=ze ro s ( f s ∗1e3 , NumTrigs−1) ;
rnewb=ze ro s ( f s ∗1e3 , NumTrigs−1) ;
49 f o r i =1:NumTrigs−1 %l a s t datase t has ext ra pts so don ’ t read i t
temp=GetValue ( r , i −1) ; %also , i−1 s i n c e .NET array indexed from 0 to N−1
temp a=Get ( temp . Waveforms , 0 ) ; %p u l l and convert data from board waveforms
temp b=Get ( temp . Waveforms , 1 ) ;
rnewa ( : , i )=double ( temp a . Data ) ;
54 rnewb ( : , i )=double ( temp b . Data ) ;
end
d i sp ( ’Successful collect , now running DSP routines ’ )
rawtx=uint8 2 num ( rnewa ) ; %re tu rn s an array o f double when given 2 ’ s ...
complement
rawrx=uint8 2 num ( rnewb ) ; %re tu rn s an array o f double when given 2 ’ s ...
complement
59
xc m=ze ro s ( s i z e ( rawrx , 1 ) ∗2−1, s i z e ( rawrx , 2 ) ) ;
%% Monostatic Co r r e l a t i on ( convert from A/D count to v o l t s then c o r r e l a t e )
f o r p=1: s i z e ( rawrx , 2 )
111
64 xc m ( : , p )=xcorr ( smp2volts ( rawrx ( : , p ) ,−1:1 ,8) , smp2volts ( rawtx (xcWin , p) ,−1:1 ,8) , ...
’unbiased ’ ) ;
end
%% Monostatic Post Proce s s ing based on measurement MODE
i f ˜ isempty ( th i s node . mode param2 ) %cd wait ( s ) or c a l i b r a t i o n t a r g e t range (m)
param2=th i s node . mode param2 ;
69 e l s e
param2=0; d i sp ( ’missing config data: mode_param2 ’ )
end
switch lower ( th i s node . mode)
74 case ’bkg_sub ’
xc avg=mean( xc m , 2 )−xc bkg ;
case ’change_det ’ %change d e t e c t i o n
i f cd>1 %c u r r e n t l y s e t to subt rac t i n i t i a l capture f o r demo
xc now=mean( xc m , 2 ) ;
79 xc avg=xc now−xc prev ; %f o r t rue change det
%xc prev=xc now ; %uncomment f o r t rue change d e t e c t i o n
e l s e
xc avg=mean( xc m , 2 ) ;
xc prev=xc avg ;
84 pause ( param2 ) ; %param2 seconds a l l ows time to p lace /move t a r g e t s
end
case {’multi’ , ’mono’}
xc avg=mean( xc m , 2 ) ;
case ’cal’ %pwr c a l and range c a l
89 xc avg=mean( xc m , 2 ) ;
[ s p i l l v a l , s p i l l i n d ]=max( abs ( xc avg ( f s ∗1 e3 : f s ∗1 e3+f l o o r ( f s ∗1 e3 /24) ,1 ) ) ) ;
[ c a l v a l , c a l i n d ]=max( abs ( xc avg ( f s ∗1 e3+s p i l l i n d : f s ∗1 e3+s p i l l i n d+f l o o r ( f s ∗1...
e3 /120) ,1 ) ) ) ;
th i s node . c a l =[ c a l v a l , s p i l l i n d+ca l i nd , s p i l l i n d+ca l i nd −(param2∗2/ c∗ f s ∗1 e9 )...
]
t h i s node . s p i l l =[ s p i l l v a l , s p i l l i n d ] ;
94 i f strcmp ( th i s node . d i sp lay , ’cal_output ’ )
spec an ( smp2volts ( rawtx , −1 :1 ,8) , smp2volts ( rawrx , −1 :1 ,8) , f s ∗1e9 , f s ∗1e3 , s i z e ( ...
rawrx , 1 ) ,2 ) ;
p l o t s t a t s ( smp2volts ( [ ] , −1 : 1 , 8 ) , smp2volts ( rawtx , −1 :1 ,8) ) ;
p l o t s t a t s ( smp2volts ( [ ] , −1 : 1 , 8 ) , smp2volts ( rawrx , −1 :1 ,8) ) ;
p l o t 1 d c a l ( param2 , f s , xc avg , th i s node . c a l ( 1 , 3 ) )
99 end
112
otherw i se %a background c l u t t e r measurement de f ined in to g l o b a l var
xc avg=mean( xc m , 2 ) ;
xc bkg=xc avg ;
end
104 e l s e
d i sp ( ’Did not collect/process any signal data , check connections & triggering ’ )
rawtx = [ ] ;
rawrx = [ ] ;
xc avg = [ ] ;
109 xc m = [ ] ;
xc bkg = [ ] ;
img = [ ] ;
end
end
114 %Datal ink to c l u s t e r h e a d f o r c e n t r a l p r o c e s s i n g
save ( [ ’\\’ , t h i s node . c l u s t e r head , ’\Public\Results\num’ , num2str ( th i s node .num)...
, ] , . . .
’rawtx’ , ’rawrx’ , ’xc_avg ’ , ’this_node ’ ) ;
switch lower ( th i s node . d i s p l a y )
119 case ’dist_mono_1d ’
p l o t 1 d c a l ( param2 , f s , xc avg , th i s node . c a l ( 1 , 3 ) )
case ’dist_mono_2d ’
map monostatic ( xc avg , th i s node , [ ] , ’low’ )
end
124 toc ( t1 )
end
%% Support func t i on uint8 2 num
func t i on [ va lue ]= uint8 2 num (p)
129 %pass in an uint8 vec to r and outputs i t ’ s two ’ s complement
msb = @( x ) b i t s h i f t (x ,−7) ;
conv2comp = @(y , x ) −y . ∗ ( bitcmp (x , 8) + 1) ;
va lue =−1.∗((msb(p)−1) .∗p)+conv2comp (msb(p) ,p ) ;
end
134 %% Support func t i on smp2volts
func t i on out=smp2volts (M, Vpp , b i t s )
%pass in a vec to r o f A/D counts , input vo l tage range , and b i t s o f A/D
Vmin=min (Vpp) ;
Vmax=max(Vpp) ;
113
139 vpl neg=(abs (Vmin) ) /((2ˆ b i t s ) /2) ; %v o l t s per quant i za t i on l e v e l ( neg )
vp l pos =(Vmax) /((2ˆ b i t s ) /2−1) ; %v o l t s per quant i za t i on l e v e l ( pos )
i f isempty (M)
upper q=l i n s p a c e (0 , 1 , ( 2ˆ8 ) /2) ;
lower q=l i n s p a c e (−1 ,0 , ((2ˆ8) /2)+1) ;
144 out=[ lower q ( 1 : end−1) upper q ( 1 : end ) ] ;
e l s e
out ( s i gn (M)==1)=M( s i gn (M)==1)∗ vp l pos ;
out ( s i gn (M)==−1)=M( s i gn (M)==−1)∗ vpl neg ;
out ( s i gn (M)==0)=M( s i gn (M)==0)∗0 ;
149 end
end
Listing A.4. Central cluster head function to enable remote system I/O
%% enable atnode
%Enables c e n t r a l ( c l u s t e r head ) f o r system . IO event hand le r s
%Bui lds l o c a l f o l d e r s e t f o r c e n t r a l p r o c e s s i n g in C:∖ Users ∖Publ ic ∖
%Loads node c o n f i g s from s e l e c t a b l e f i l e UNLESS recogn i z ed in workspace or GUI
5 % INPUTS:
% None
% OUTPUTS:
% None
%
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addpath ( ’C:\ Users\Public ’ )
addpath ( ’C:\ Users\Public\Multi_mfiles ’ )
addpath ( ’C:\ Users\Public\Multi_mfiles\m_support ’ )
15 i f ˜ e x i s t ( ’Final_Results ’ , ’dir’ ) ; mkdir ( ’C:\ Users\Public ’ , ’Final_Results ’ ) ; end
i f ˜ e x i s t ( ’Results ’ , ’dir’ ) ; mkdir ( ’C:\ Users\Public ’ , ’Results ’ ) ; end
%% I n i t i a t e event handler that watches f o r a v a i l a b l e node r e s u l t s
i f ˜ e x i s t ( ’fileObjcentral ’ , ’var’ )
d a t a a v a i l = ’C:\ Users\Public\Results ’ ;
20 f i l e O b j c e n t r a l = System . IO . FileSystemWatcher ( d a t a a v a i l ) ;
f i l e O b j c e n t r a l . F i l t e r = ’*.mat’ ;
f i l e O b j c e n t r a l . EnableRais ingEvents = true ;
a d d l i s t e n e r ( f i l e O b j c e n t r a l , ’Changed ’ , @eventhandlerChangedResults ) ;
end
25 i f ˜ e x i s t ( ’ntr1’ , ’var’ ) && isempty ( get (0 , ’CurrentFigure ’ ) ) %check workspace /GUI
load ( u i g e t f i l e ( ’*.mat’ , ’Select the MAT -file containing node config ’ ) ) ;
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e l s e d i sp ( ’building node configs from current workspace variables or GUI’ )
end
Listing A.5. Central cluster head function that initializes all desired nodes in cluster
f unc t i on i n i t n o d e ( ntr )
2 %% i n i t n o d e
%Commands node to c a l l i t s b o a r d i n i t ( )
%Ass igns the node c o n f i g u r a t i o n ; node loads node con f i g . mat ;
% INPUTS:
% node c o n f i g u r a t i o n data s t r u c t u r e that d e f i n e s th i s node
7 % OUTPUTS:
% g l o b a l v a r i a b l e s − th i s node ( data s t r u c t u r e sent f o r th i s node )
%
%
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12
g l o b a l th i s node
i f i s f i e l d ( ntr , ’mode’ )
th i s node=ntr ;
save ( [ ’\\’ , t h i s node . ntr , ’\Public\Init\node_config.mat’ ] , ’this_node ’ ) ;
17 e l s e i f isempty ( ntr ) %s e t up d e f a u l t monostat ic case us ing NoNET−NTR1
th i s node .num=2;
th i s node . ntr=’NoNET -NTR1’ ;
t h i s node . coords =[2 0 ] ;
th i s node . NumTrigs=40;
22 th i s node . c l u s t e r h e a d=’NoNET -NTR1’ ;
t h i s node . f s =6; % thousands o f samples to c o l l e c t per t r i g g e r
th i s node . xcWin=1:6000;
th i s node . BNCthresh=500;
th i s node . mode=’cal’ ;
27 th i s node . d i s p l a y=’cal_output ’ ;
t h i s node . save f i l ename=’Downrange ’ ;
save ( [ ’\\’ , t h i s node . ntr , ’\Public\Init\node_config.mat’ ] , ’this_node ’ ) ;
end
Listing A.6. Central cluster head function that arms cluster and computes multistatic
measurement
f unc t i on mul t i capture ( a , b , c , d , e , f )
%% mul t i capture
115
%Used a f t e r boards at each node have been manually i n i t i a l i z e d us ing b o a r d i n i t ∗
%Can be recoded to loop f o r mu l t ip l e capture sequences
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g l o b a l th i s node f s h z r e s u l t f l a g
f s h z=th i s node . f s ∗1 e9 ;
10 t o t a l a c q s =1;
%Nodes w i l l take t o t a l a c q s capture s ( each o f which can be multi−t r i g g e r )
f o r i =1: t o t a l a c q s
r e s u l t f l a g =1;
15 arm nodes ( a , b , c , d , e , f , ’.mat’ ) ;
d i sp ( ’waiting for hw or sw trigger ’ )
i f i>1
pause
end %wait f o r the manual t r i g g e r between c o l l e c t s
20 % change in l o c a l ∖Resu l t s f o l d e r should cause l oad and proc e s s .m to c a l l
arm nodes ( a , b , c , d , e , f , ’.txt’ ) ;
end
25 f unc t i on arm nodes ( a , b , c , d , e , f , type )
arm f lag =1;
i f a
save ( [ ’\\NoNET -NTR1\Public\Arm\multi_capture ’ , type ] , ’arm_flag ’ )
30 end
i f b
save ( [ ’\\NoNET -NTR2\Public\Arm\multi_capture ’ , type ] , ’arm_flag ’ )
end
i f c
35 save ( [ ’\\NoNET -NTR3\Public\Arm\multi_capture ’ , type ] , ’arm_flag ’ )
end
i f d
save ( [ ’\\NoNET -NTR4\Public\Arm\multi_capture ’ , type ] , ’arm_flag ’ )
end
40 i f e
save ( [ ’\\NoNET -NTR5\Public\Arm\multi_capture ’ , type ] , ’arm_flag ’ )
end
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i f f
save ( [ ’\\NoNET -NTR6\Public\Arm\multi_capture ’ , type ] , ’arm_flag ’ )
45 end
Listing A.7. Central cluster head function automatically called when all data is available
at cluster head for multistatic processing
f unc t i on l oad and proce s s ( )
%% load and proce s s
%When data becomes a v a i l a b l e in C:∖ pub l i c ∖Resu l t s ∖ as an num∗ . mat ,
%t r i g g e r e d by r e s u l t s l i s t e n e r , l oads each data s e t i n to workspace
5 %and c r o s s c o r r e l a t e s a l l b i s t a t i c channe l s a v a i l a b l e f o r i n c l u s i o n
%in m u l t i s t a t i c s o l u t i o n
%Disp lays r e s u l t s based on node c o n f i g data s t r u c t u r e
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10 g l o b a l s
count =0;
t1=t i c ;
pause (10) % wait f o r a l l d a t a l i n k s ( time w i l l vary based on f i r s t l i s t e n e r event )
15 s = what ( ’C:\ Users\Public\Results ’ )
num nodes=length ( s . mat) ;
%pause (2 )
i f ismember ( ’num1.mat’ , s . mat)
count=count +1;
20 data{ count} = load ( ’C:\ Users\Public\Results\num1.mat’ ) ;
end
i f ismember ( ’num2.mat’ , s . mat)
count=count +1;
data{ count} = load ( ’C:\ Users\Public\Results\num2.mat’ ) ;
25 end
i f ismember ( ’num3.mat’ , s . mat)
count=count +1;
data{ count} = load ( ’C:\ Users\Public\Results\num3.mat’ ) ;
end
30 i f ismember ( ’num4.mat’ , s . mat)
count=count +1;
data{ count} = load ( ’C:\ Users\Public\Results\num4.mat’ ) ;
end
i f ismember ( ’num5.mat’ , s . mat)
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35 count=count +1;
data{ count} = load ( ’C:\ Users\Public\Results\num5.mat’ ) ;
end
i f ismember ( ’num6.mat’ , s . mat)
count=count +1;
40 data{ count} = load ( ’C:\ Users\Public\Results\num6.mat’ ) ;
end
%% Perform b i s t a t i c DSP f o r each p o s s i b l e channel
i f num nodes>=1
xc l eng th=length ( data {1} . xc avg ) ;
45 th i s chan=c e l l ( num nodes , num nodes ) ;
b i x c=ze ro s (5 , x c l eng th ) ;
p=ze ro s ( num nodes , num nodes ) ;
ind=abs ( eye ( num nodes , num nodes )−1) ; %Creates MK array with ones f o r b i s t a t i c ...
channe l s
f o r k=1:num nodes
50 th i s chan {k , k } . f s=data{k } . t h i s node . f s ;
t au ze ro=data{k } . t h i s node . f s ∗1e3−600; %de lays in t r i g g e r i n g make o r i g i n < R...
[ 0 ]
b i i n d =1;
p(k , : )=ind (k , : ) . ∗ ( 1 : num nodes ) ;
f o r j=p(k , : ) %a l l a v a i l a b l e channe l s
55 i f j ˜=0 %cond i t i on met when i t i s a b i s t a t i c channel
th i s chan {k , j } . d i s p l a y=data{ j } . t h i s node . d i s p l a y ;
th i s chan {k , j } . tx node=data{k } . t h i s node ;
th i s chan {k , j } . rx node=data{ j } . t h i s node ;
f o r i =1:5%s i z e ( data {1} . rawtx , 2 ) %reduced to 5 because o f r e l a t i v e c l o ck d r i f t
60 b i x c ( i , : )=xcorr ( data{ j } . rawrx ( : , i ) , data{k } . rawtx ( : , i ) , ’unbiased ’ ) ;
end
th i s chan {k , j } . r e sponse=mean( b i xc , 1 ) ;
th i s chan {k , j } . b i x c=b i x c ;
i f strcmp ( data{k } . t h i s node . mode , ’cal’ )
65 [ t h i s chan {k , j } . cal mag , th i s chan {k , j } . c a l s m p s h i f t ]=max( th i s chan {k , j } . ...
r e sponse (1 , t au ze ro : t au ze ro +1400) ) ;
end
i f strcmp ( data{k } . t h i s node . mode , ’background ’ )
th i s chan {k , j } . b i bkg=mean( b i xc , 1 ) ;
end
70 channel =[num2str ( k ) , ’_’ , num2str ( j ) ] ;
118
th i s chan {k , j } . coords =[ data{k } . t h i s node . coords ; data{ j } . t h i s node . coords ] ;% ...
b i s t a t i c b a s e l i n e
save ( [ ’\\’ , data {1} . t h i s node . c lu s t e r head , ’\Public\Final_Results\’ , data {1} . ...
t h i s node . save f i l ename , ’_’ , num2str ( data {1} . t h i s node . time stamp ) ] ) ;
i f strcmp ( th i s chan {k , j } . d i sp lay , ’central_bi_1d ’ )
p l o t 1 d b i s t a t i c ( th i s chan {k , j } . f s , t h i s chan {k , j } . response , data{k } . t h i s node . ...
save f i l ename , channel ) ;
75 end
d i sp ( ’got a bi_all ’ ) ;
b i i n d=b i i n d +1;
e l s e
th i s chan {k , k } . d i s p l a y=data{k } . t h i s node . d i s p l a y ;
80 th i s chan {k , k } . t h i s node=data{k } . t h i s node ;
th i s chan {k , k } . r e sponse=data{k } . xc avg ;
i f strcmp ( data{k } . t h i s node . d i sp lay , ’central_mono_1d ’ )
p l o t 1 d c a l (0 , data{k } . t h i s node . f s , data{k } . xc avg , data{k } . t h i s node . c a l ( 1 , 3 ) )
end
85 end
end
end
e l s e i f num nodes==1
90 i f strcmp ( data {1} . t h i s node . d i sp lay , ’central_mono_1d ’ )
p l o t 1 d c a l (0 , data {1} . t h i s node . f s , data {1} . xc avg , data {1} . t h i s node . c a l ( 1 , 3 ) )
end
d i sp ( ’multistatic solutions not computed , only monostatic signal data ...
available ’ ) ;
e l s e
95 di sp ( ’check triggering ... no data collected ’ ) ;
end
save ( [ ’C:\ Users\Public\Final_Results\’ , data {1} . t h i s node . save f i l ename , ’_’ , num2str ( ...
data {1} . t h i s node . time stamp ) ] , ’this_chan ’ ) ;
toc ( t1 ) ; d i sp ( ’all data processed , saved , and 1d plot results complete ’ )
switch lower ( th i s node . d i s p l a y )
100 case ’central_mono_2d ’
i m m u l t i l a t e r a t i o n ( th i s chan , [ ] , [ ] , ’low’ )
case ’central_bistatic_2d ’
i m m u l t i l a t e r a t i o n ( th i s chan , [ ] , [ ] , ’low’ )
case ’central_netted -monostatic_2d ’
105 i m m u l t i l a t e r a t i o n ( th i s chan , [ ] , [ ] , ’low’ )
119
case ’central_multistatic_2d ’
i m m u l t i l a t e r a t i o n ( th i s chan , [ ] , [ ] , ’low’ )
end
toc ( t1 )
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